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INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION
Aims
The Inter-Parliamentary Union, whose international Statute is outlined in a Headquarters Agreement
drawn up with the Swiss federal authorities, is the only world-wide organisation of Parliaments.
The aim of the Inter-Parliamentary Union is to promote personal contacts between members of all
Parliaments and to unite them in common action to secure and maintain the full participation of their
respective States in the firm establishment and development of representative institutions and in the
advancement of the work of international peace and cooperation, particularly by supporting the
objectives of the United Nations.
In pursuance of this objective, the Union makes known its views on all international problems suitable
for settlement by parliamentary action and puts forward suggestions for the development of
parliamentary assemblies so as to improve the working of those institutions and increase their
prestige.

Membership of the Union
Please refer to IPU site (http://www.ipu.org).

Structure
The organs of the Union are:
1. The Inter-Parliamentary Conference, which meets twice a year;
2. The Inter-Parliamentary Council, composed of two members of each affiliated Group;
3. The Executive Committee, composed of twelve members elected by the Conference, as well as of
the Council President acting as ex officio President;
4. Secretariat of the Union, which is the international secretariat of the Organisation, the
headquarters being located at:
Inter-Parliamentary Union
5, chemin du Pommier
Case postale 330
CH-1218 Le Grand Saconnex
Genève (Suisse)

Official Publication
The Union’s official organ is the Inter-Parliamentary Bulletin, which appears quarterly in both
English and French. The publication is indispensable in keeping posted on the activities of the
Organisation. Subscription can be placed with the Union’s secretariat in Geneva.
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FIRST SITTING
Monday 8 April 2019 (morning)
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, was in the Chair
The sitting was opened at 11.05 am
1.

Opening of the session

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, opened the session and welcomed the members of
the Association, in particular new members.
He thanked the Secretary General from Qatar, Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak Al-Khayareen,
for the very warm welcome afforded to ASGP members, and in particular for the
excursion day which had taken place the day before.
He reminded members to check their details on the membership lists, and to
approach the secretariat if they spotted any errors.
He welcomed Ms Rhiannon HOLLIS as the new co-secretary of the Association, and
reminded members that the secretariat was at their disposal for any questions.

2. Members
Mr SCHWAB reported that the secretariat had received membership requests which
had been considered and accepted by the Executive Committee. He gave the list as
follows:
For membership:
Mr Tigran GALSTYAN

Secretary General of the National Assembly, Armenia

Mr Rashid BUNAJMA

Secretary General of the Council of Representatives,
Bahrain

Dr Zafar Ahmed KHAN

Secretary General of Parliament, Bangladesh

Mr Sergio S. Contreiras DE ALMEIDA

Director General of the Chamber of Deputies, Brazil

Mr Torben JENSEN

Deputy Secretary General of Parliament, Denmark

Ms Marianne BAY

Secretary General of the Questor’s office of the
Senate, France

Dr Lorenz MÜLLER

Deputy Secretary General of the Bundestag, Germany
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Mr Noriharu OKADA

Deputy Secretary General of the House of
Representatives, Japan

Dr Remco NEHMELMAN

Secretary General of the Senate, Netherlands

Ms Simone ROOS

Secretary General of the House of Representatives,
Netherlands

Mrs Linda KIPP

Deputy Secretary General of the House of
Representatives, Netherlands

Mr Gianmarco PAZ MENDOZA

Secretary General of the Congress of the Republic,
Peru

Mr Mohamed Ali QADDOUM

Secretary General of the Council of States, Sudan

Mr Ingvar MATTSON

Secretary General of the Riksdag, Sweden

For associate membership:
Mr Emmanuel MAURY

Secretary General of the Parliamentary Assembly of
francophone countries

The new members were agreed.
Mr SCHWAB reported that the Executive Committee had agreed to propose that the
status of honorary membership of the Association be conferred on the following
former members of the Association:
Pr. Dr Ulrich SCHÖLER, Former Deputy Secretary-General of the German Bundestag.
The new honorary member was accepted.

3. Agenda for the session
Mr SCHWAB presented the agenda which had been adopted by the Executive
Committee:
Monday 8th April (morning)
9.30 am
Meeting of the Executive Committee
***
11.00 am
Opening of the session
Orders of the day of the Conference
New members
***
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Welcome and presentation on the parliamentary system in Qatar by Mr Fahad Bin
Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN, Secretary General of the Council of the Consultative Council of
Qatar.
***
Theme: In the news
Communication by Ms Claressa SURTEES, Deputy Clerk of the House, Parliament of
Australia, on Election year 2019: Conclusion of an Uncommon Parliament
Monday 8th April (afternoon)
2.30 pm

• Presentation of recent developments in the IPU.
Theme: Information in Parliament
• General debate moderated by Mr Najib EL KHADI, Secretary General of the Chamber of
Representatives, Morocco: “Information and Document Services in Parliaments: A
comparative study.”
This general debate will aim to survey the different models used by Parliaments to respond
to parliamentarians’ needs for information and documents.
Members will be invited to present the approaches used by their Parliaments to provide
this information, whether or not it is consolidated, to their members: whether this is by
means of a library within the Parliament or an in-house research service, by making use of
external public institutions or of private providers, or university research centres, etc.
• Communication by Ms Snehlata SHRIVASTAVA, Secretary General, Lok Sabha, India:
"The use of ICT in the Indian Parliament: Promoting Transparency and Efficiency".
• Communication by Mr P. BODNAR, First Deputy Secretary General, Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine, on Digital platform for the interaction of legal subjects of legislative initiative:
the President, the Cabinet of Ministers, and members of Parliament of Ukraine.

4.30 pm: Deadline for the submission of candidates for election to post on the
Executive Committee (Ordinary Member)
Tuesday 9th April (morning)
9.30 am
• Meeting of the Executive Committee
***
10.00 am
•

Theme: Inter-parliamentary co-operation
Communication by Mr Givi MIKANADZE, Secretary General of the Parliament of
Georgia: Regional Co-operation: benefits and perspectives
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• Communication by Dr Georg KLEEMANN, Deputy Secretary General, Bundesrat,
Germany: Advanced Training and Exchange Programmes for Parliamentary Staff
Theme: Parliamentary Control
• Communication by Mr Manuel CAVERO, Secretary General of the Senate, Spain: The
Scope of Control On The Government By The Senate Of Spain: Appearance By The
President In Plenary Meeting
Tuesday 9th April (afternoon)
2.30pm
Theme: Officials and Parliamentarians: Expectations and protections
General Debate: Measuring Parliamentary activity
Moderator: Mrs Jane LUBOWA KIBIRIGE, Clerk to the Parliament, Uganda.
This general debate seeks to determine the criteria by which the activity of a
Parliamentarian may be evaluated.
The appearance of websites which measure Parliamentary activity by means of
quantitative criteria (number of amendments or legislative proposals tabled, number and
length of contributions to public sessions), leading to the drawing up of rankings, may have
negative consequences. Members will be invited to consider how Parliamentary activity
might be appraised in a more qualitative way, including by taking account of the activity
parliamentarians carry out in their constituencies
• Communication from Mr Masibulele XASO, Secretary to the National Assembly,
Parliament of the Republic of South Africa, on “Post-1994 Institutional Reviews and
reforms to enhance the efficacy of the South African Parliament.”

5:30 pm: Election to a vacant post on the Executive Committee (ordinary
member)

Wednesday 10th April (morning)
9.30 am
• Meeting of the Executive Committee
***
10.30 am
Theme: Lawmaking
General debate : How do we make better legislation?
Moderator : Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO, Deputy Secretary General of the Assembly of the
Republic of Portugal
Legislating, a noble function of Parliaments, requires a high degree of responsibility, with
the aim of having clear, simple and transparent laws, supported by ex ante and ex post
impact assessments studies.
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In Parliaments, there are special difficulties in producing high quality legislation, taking
into account the need to synthesize the plurality of political positions intervening in the
process, together with public participation, either directly from citizens or through
organised groups, from unions to lobbies.
In order to avoid a deterioration of the quality of law, we should be aware of the risks of
so-called omnibus legislation.
• Communication by Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU, Secretary General of the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey: “Law Making at the Grand National Assembly of Turkey:
The Role of Information and Technology »
•
•

Administrative matters

Draft agenda for the next meeting in Belgrade (Serbia), October 2019
Wednesday 10th April (afternoon)
2-4 pm

Joint conference with the IPU: Innovation in Parliament

The agenda was agreed.
He reminded members that time limits would be applied to contributions to debates:
ten minutes for the moderators introducing a general debate, with ten further
minutes in conclusion; ten minutes for people presenting communications; and five
minutes for other interventions.
Morning sessions would finish at 12.30pm. Afternoon sessions would begin at
2.30pm and finish at 5.30pm, with the exception of the Wednesday afternoon when
the joint conference with the IPU would take place between 2.00pm and 4.00pm.
He invited members to begin considering subjects for debate for the following
session, which would take place in Belgrade in October 2019.

4. Elections to the Executive Committee
Mr SCHWAB announced that during the session an election would take place for the
post of an ordinary member of the Executive Committee, and that the cutoff for
nominations for candidates would be the same day at 4.30pm.
He reminded Members that it was good practice to seek to elect to the Committee
active and experienced members of the Association, and that only Secretary-Generals
and Deputy Secretary-Generals could be elected to the Executive Committee. He
emphasized that it was also desirable to promote a balanced representation within
the Committee in terms of language spoken and geographical areas, and that women
should be sufficiently represented.
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He advised members to consult the guide relating to elections, and to contact the
secretariat if they had any questions.
He reminded members that any member who had two or more years of arrears of
payment was not authorized to vote.

5. Collaboration with the IPU
Mr SCHWAB reported that joint working with the IPU would continue during this
session. He reminded members that representatives of the IPU secretariat would give
a presentation of recent developments in the IPU the same afternoon, and that a
working lunch would take place on the Tuesday on the theme of the Centre for
Innovation in Parliament.
He added that on Wednesday afternoon there would be a joint ASGP-IPU conference
on the topic of innovation in Parliament, and invited all members to participate.

6. Financial matters
Mr SCHWAB noted that the payment of subscriptions fees was essential to the
effective working of the association; and reminded members of the sanctions
prescribed by the rules for cases of non-payment.
Members who are two years in arrears of payment lose their right to vote and are
ineligible for membership of the Executive Committee, and members who are three
or more years in arrears will have their membership of the Association suspended.
He invited members in arrears of payment to speak to the secretariat to regularize
their situation.

7. Official languages
Mr SCHWAB announced that during the session, interpretation would be provided in
English, French and Arabic. Arabic interpretation was generously provided by the
Association of Secretaries-General of Arabic Parliaments.

8. Publication of the Handbook of members of the ASGP
Mr SCHWAB thanked the Secretary-General from Kuwait, Mr Allam Ali Jaafer ALKANDARI, who had produced a second edition of the Handbook of members of the
ASGP. He noted that it was a matter for members to verify the information
concerning themselves and notify any changes so that this booklet would be as up to
date as possible.
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9. Presentation by M. Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN,
Secretary General of the Council of the Consultative Council of
Qatar, on the Consultative Council of Qatar.
Mr SCWAB invited Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN to present his
communication.
Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN spoke as follows:
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious the Most Merciful,
His Excellency Mr. Philip Schwab, President of the Association of Secretaries General
of Parliaments,
Your Excellencies, the Members of the Executive Committee, Secretaries General,
Deputy and Representatives of the Secretaries General members of the Association of
Secretaries General of Parliaments.
Ladies and gentlemen,
May Allah's Mercy and Blessings Be Upon You,
Initially, I would like to greet and welcome all of you in Doha, the land of dignity and
honor, which has increased in splendor by this great gathering, representing the
General Secretariats of the parliaments, member and nonmember Inter
Parliamentary union (IPU).
At the outset of this brief communication, I would like to thank the Presidency and
the General Secretariat of the IPU, and in particular the Presidency, the Secretariat of
the Executive Committee of the Association of Secretaries General of the
Parliaments.
As well, I would like to express to all of you, our sincerest praise for accepting the
invitation, endeavoring the effort to attend this session, and for your effective
participation and anticipated fruitful contributions that, we hope Allah will grant us
success to realize the goals of our endeavors.
Brothers and sisters,
The convention of this conference in Doha comes under the scope of the 140th IPU
General Assembly and the Related Meetings held under the patronage of His
Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani, the Emir of the State of Qatar, in
confirmation of the great importance which the State of Qatar accords to the joint
parliamentary actions and cooperation, further to its belief that, the global problems
that face all nations, must be addressed and confronted by mustering and combining
cooperation and coordination efforts.
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The agenda of this meeting contains number of important items, academic papers
and researches for discussion. There will as well be valuable interventions, dialogue
and sideline meetings which will all enrich our debates, deliberations and help reach
fruitful conclusions to bring home in order to facilitate and activate the performance
of our parliaments.
Now, I would like here to present to you a brief introduction about the Shura Council
of the state of Qatar and on its parliamentary performance, the scope of its work,
and in particular the role of the General Secretariat in administering the work of the
Council.
In conclusion, I wish you a nice and happy stay in Doha and wish for our conference
success in achieving objectives and benefits to your parliamentary assemblies.
May Allah’s Mercy and Blessing Be Upon You.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited questions.
Mr Baye Niass CISSÉ (Senegal) thanked the Qatari authorities for their
hospitality. He asked how many sessions were organized each year, and how long
they lasted. He also asked whether the President and Vice Presidents of the Council
were appointed for the duration of a Parliament, or whether they were reelected each
year, as was the case in Senegal.
Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN replied that a session took place
every Monday. The President and Vice Presidents were elected for six years, with
reelection every year.
Mr Najib EL KHADI (Morocco) wanted to know more about the cooperation
between the Consultative Council and other organs of the State, given that the
speaker had explained that each administration needed to keep to its own areas of
work.
Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN replied that there were no
difficulties between the different administrations because each one had its own
prerogatives. For example, a Minister might be invited to kindly participate in a
session of the Council. The Council would prepare a report and the Consultative
Council would give its opinion.
Mrs Cecilia MBEWE, Zambia asked whether Ministers sat in the Committee and if
so, whether as members or as observers?
Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN explained that Ministers attend the
Committees if they are invited by the Council, but they are not members.
Mrs Jane LUBOWE KIBIRIGE (Uganda) asked how many members formed the
Shura council.
Mr Firas ADWAN (Jordan) noted that there were two kinds of Shura sessions –
regular and irregular. Was there any compulsory number of sessions to attend?
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Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN said that the consultative council
had 41 Members. Meetings had to have a certain number of attendees. The
Government did not need to attend regularly.
Mr Said MOKADEM (Maghreb Consultative Council) wanted to know the criteria
for membership of the Council and the way in which its Committees were
constituted.
Mr Mohamed Alim MOHAMED (Sudan) – asked who convened meetings – the
Emir, or the Shura Council?
Mr Fayad Bin Mubarak Al-Khayareen said that the 41 members were chosen by
the Emir, and that the Emir convened by decree, and closed meetings of the Council.
Requests for meetings, which had to be supported by a majority of Members, could
be made to the Emir via the President of the Council.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (President) thanked Mr AL-KHAYAREEN for his remarks
and members for their questions.

10. Communication by Ms Claressa SURTEES, Deputy Clerk of
the House of Representatives, Australia: Election year 2019:
Conclusion of an Uncommon Parliament
Ms Claressa SURTEES (Australia) spoke as follows:
Introduction
A national election will take place in Australia in 2019. The date for the election is not
fixed by legislation, rather, the incumbent Prime Minister is recognised as the person
who is able to determine the particular election date, as long as the requirements of
Australia’s written Constitution are observed.
The Prime Minister must formally advise the Governor-General to dissolve the
House of Representatives and this sets in train the process for a general election.
From the public pronouncements of Australia’s Prime Minister, the 45th Parliament
since Australia’s Federation in 1901 appears to be in its final weeks, and the
unofficial countdown to ‘an ordinary general election’ is underway.
To accommodate the timing of an election in May, as foreshadowed by the Prime
Minister, Budget Day is set for Tuesday, 2 April, rather than the usual second
Tuesday in May, and ‘Supply’ bills to provide for 5/12ths of the proposed
appropriations, are likely to be introduced earlier on 2 April, prior to the
presentation of the main Appropriation bills themselves.
These arrangements around the Budget are the most recent of the more unusual
features which have characterised this 45th Parliament, all of whose 226 members
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and senators were elected in 2016 at the most uncommon event of a dissolution of
both Houses.
General elections
Australia has a bicameral Parliament, with a House of Representatives and a Senate,
and its written Constitution provides for the duration of the Parliament to continue
for a maximum of three years, based on the duration of the House of
Representatives:
28 Duration of House of Representatives
Every House of Representatives shall continue for three
years from the first meeting of the House, and no
longer, but may be sooner dissolved by the
Governor-General.
This provision endows members of the House of Representatives (150 members
currently) with a notional three year term, dependent on dissolution of the House.
The Constitution likewise creates an enduring Senate, unless there is formal
‘disagreement between the Houses’, under s. 57, endowing most of its 76 senators
with a term of a more definite six years:
7 The Senate
…

The senators shall be chosen for a term of six years, and
the names of the senators chosen for each State shall be
certified by the Governor to the Governor-General.

Under the Constitution, the usual course is that half the number of senators from all
states (36 senators only), together with all senators from the territories (four
senators), face election every three years at the same time as all members of the
House of Representatives, and this is classified as ‘an ordinary general election’. As
part of the usual course of events, Parliament is prorogued prior to dissolution of the
House of Representatives:
5 Sessions of Parliament—prorogation and dissolution
The Governor-General may appoint such times for
holding the sessions of the Parliament as he thinks fit,
and may also from time to time, by Proclamation or
otherwise, prorogue the Parliament, and may in like
manner dissolve the House of Representatives.
It is anticipated that in 2019 there will be an ‘ordinary’ general election. This was not
the case at the last election in 2016.
Simultaneous dissolution of both Houses – double dissolution
The Constitution provides also for exception to the usual course of events, in relation
to formal ‘disagreement between the Houses’, s. 57. In certain circumstances, of
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failure to pass, or rejection, or failure to agree, in the passage of proposed laws, the
Governor-General may dissolve the Senate and the House of Representatives
simultaneously. This process supports the constitutional imperative that all
legislation must be approved by each of the three elements of the Parliament— the
House of Representatives, the Senate and the Governor-General—in the same form.
There have been only seven simultaneous dissolutions of both Houses in the 118
years since federation, including dissolutions leading to the last general election on
Saturday 2 July 2016. The other occasions occurred in 1914, 1951, 1974, 1975, 1983
and 1987.
Any proposed laws which have been validly relied upon to support a double
dissolution, may be presented again in the next Parliament. If there is formal
disagreement again between the Houses, a joint sitting of the Houses may be
convened by the Governor-General to consider and vote on the proposed laws—1974
is the only case of a joint sitting having been convened. As an exception to the usual
legislative process, such proposed laws may be affirmed by an absolute majority of
the combined number of members of the Senate and House of Representatives, s. 57.
Having been duly passed by both Houses, the proposed laws shall be presented to the
Governor-General for assent in the usual manner.
State of the House in the 45th Parliament (2016-19)
While s. 57 of the Constitution provided an uncommon foundation to the 45th
Parliament through the simultaneous dissolution of the Houses, it has been s. 44 that
has significantly shaped the parliamentary term.
Following the election in 2016, there was a continuation of the formal coalition of the
Liberal Party (60) and The Nationals (16) to form government for a second term.
Unusually, government was formed with a greatly reduced and bare majority, of 76
members of the 150 seat House of Representatives. The remaining 74 members
comprised the Australian Labor Party (69), Australian Greens (1), Centre Alliance (1),
Katter’s Australian Party (1) and independents (2).
In a constitutional sense, the first 12 months for the House was benign. However,
this finely balanced House was challenged by clarification of the citizenship of its
members and the requirements of s. 44 of the Constitution
Section 44 of the Constitution—disqualification of members
While issues relating to other provisions of s. 44 had been raised in relation to
senators in November 2016, by August 2017 cases arose in both houses in relation to
the issue of citizenship under s. 44.
Across the two Houses and nearly all political parties, members and senators alike
either resigned or found themselves disqualified by the High Court (sitting as the
Court of Disputed Returns) because they had breached one or more provisions of this
section:
44 Disqualification
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Any person who:
(i.)
is under any acknowledgment of allegiance,
obedience, or adherence to a foreign power, or is a
subject or a citizen or entitled to the rights or
privileges of a subject or a citizen of a foreign
power; or
(ii.) is attainted of treason, or has been convicted and
is under sentence, or subject to be sentenced, for
any offence punishable under the law of the
Commonwealth or of a State by imprisonment for
one year or longer; or
(iii.) is an undischarged bankrupt or insolvent; or
(iv.) holds any office of profit under the Crown, or any
pension payable during the pleasure of the Crown
out of any of the revenues of the Commonwealth;
or
(v.) has any direct or indirect pecuniary interest in any
agreement with the Public Service of the
Commonwealth otherwise than as a member and
in common with the other members of an
incorporated company consisting of more than
twenty-five persons;
shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a senator
or a member of the House of Representatives.
But sub-section (iv) does not apply to the office of any of
the Queen's Ministers of State for the Commonwealth, or
of any of the Queen's Ministers for a State, or to the receipt
of pay, half pay, or a pension, by any person as an officer
or member of the Queen's navy or army, or to the receipt
of pay as an officer or member of the naval or military
forces of the Commonwealth by any person whose services
are not wholly employed by the Commonwealth.
The level of uncertainty these multiply resignations and disqualifications generated
for the Parliament was significant, and the pressure this placed on a finely balanced
House and a government with a one seat majority was considerable.
In the first 2 years of the Parliament, the Senate lost 11 senators and the House of
Representatives lost seven members due to s. 44 of the Constitution—they were
either found by the High Court to have been incapable of being chosen as a
parliamentarian, or they resigned because of concerns they were so incapable. In
relation to members of the House, in each case a by-election was conducted to fill the
vacancy created, and the incumbent member or party retained the seat. The replaced
process for the Senate is quite different. The High Court determined that the same
person may not be chosen as the replacement senator although each replacement
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candidate was chosen because of the same political affiliations as the deposed
senator.
Changing the Prime Minister
Just as the challenges due to s. 44 of the Constitution seemed to abate, the one seat
majority of the government dissolved in the latter half of 2018, when the Prime
Minister was deposed by a vote in his Liberal parliamentary party room. This change
in Prime Minister led to a reduction of two members from the Liberal Party and a
corresponding increase in the number of independents sitting in the House. The
deposed Prime Minister resigned from the Parliament and an independent member
won the resulting by-election; and a further Liberal member resigned from the party
and moved to the cross bench, remaining as an independent.
For the second time this decade, the national government has found itself in
minority, which is remarkable given that prior to 2010, the last occasion a
government had been in minority was more than 70 years before in 1940.
The critical equation for the House now is:
Government—Liberal Party, 58, and The Nationals, 16
74—one of whom is the
Speaker
Opposition—Australian Labor Party
69
Small parties—Greens + Centre Alliance + Katter’s Australian
3
Independents
4
After an election, the party (or parties) having the support of the majority of the total
membership of the House of Representatives, elects one of its members as the leader,
and this individual is commissioned by the Governor-General as Prime Minister to
form government. This critical feature is not expressed in Australia’s written
Constitution, rather, it is part of the convention and practice that supports the
Australian constitutional system.
One of the consequences is that after a general election, whenever there is a change
of government, there is a resulting change in the Prime Minister. Such a change has
occurred at two of the last three general elections—change of government and change
of Prime Minister. In addition, in each of the last four parliaments, there has been a
further change in the Prime Minister which has occurred outside the context of a
general election—the Prime Ministers having been deposed in party room votes. The
outcome is seven changes in Prime Minister in 11 years. For the whole of the previous
11 years, there had been one Prime Minister only.
I conclude with the observation that towards the end of 2018 we published a new,
seventh, edition of our specialist text on practice and procedure, House of
Representatives Practice, and there was much new material to be accommodated.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Ms SURTEES and invited questions.
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Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) asked whether the disqualification of a member was a
matter for the High Court only, or whether Parliament had a role.
Ms SURTEES explained it was possible for either to have a role. Twenty years ago,
there had been a case where the House of Representatives had resolved that an
individual whose standing was in question was not disqualified. However, this had
not happened in the present cases. The House passed a motion referring the matter
to the High Court (which was in fact the same as a Supreme Court – it was the
highest court in Australia) – and also inviting the High Court to pronounce on what
method could be used to select a replacement for a disqualified member.
Mrs Philippa HELME (United Kingdom) wanted to hear more about the system for
replacing a Prime Minister who was deposed from within their own party.
Ms SURTEES said this was an internal party matter. Within the Liberal party, the
rule was that a certain number of Members had to propose that the Prime Minister
be removed, then there would be a party meeting, with a series of ballots.
Mr Gholamreza NOURI GHEZELGEH (Iran) asked under what conditions
migrants could become candidates.
Mr Firas ADWAN (Jordan) asked how many members had to vote for a motion of
censure.
Ms SURTEES said these were very good points. Nearly half of all people in Australia
had been born in another country or had a parent who had been. It was a
constitutional requirement that members might not have another citizenship. So
candidates had to renounce any citizenship of another country to be eligible for
Parliament. It was very difficult to change the constitution to amend this, but
renouncing other citizenships was not always easy. For a vote of confidence, 76 out of
150 Members were required - a majority. The difficulty, however, would be to get the
matter before the House. The Leader of the House set the agenda, which could make
it difficult for any would be proposer of a motion of no confidence to get the matter
before the House. If the Government accepted the proposition this would work - but
that would only be likely to happen if the matter was very serious. An alternative
would be for a Member to propose a suspension of Standing Orders, which required
an absolute majority.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked all those who had asked questions. He
reminded participants to send their details to the Secretariat or to the Kuwait
delegation so that they could be included in the booklet which was being produced.

11. Closing remarks
Mr SCHWAB closed the sitting.
The sitting ended at 12.32 pm.
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SECOND SITTING
Monday 8 April 2019 (afternoon)
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, was in the Chair
The sitting was opened at 2.35pm.
1.

Introductory remarks

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, opened the sitting. He reminded members
that the cutoff point for nominations for the election of a member to the Executive
Committee would be that day at 4.30pm.
He announced that forms could be requested from the secretariat, reminding
members that the first had to be signed by the candidate and the second was a
seconding form which had to be signed by another member of the association.

2. Presentation of Recent Developments in the IPU by Ms
Kareen Jabre, Director of Division of Programmes, IPU, and
Ms Zehna HILAL, IPU
Ms Kareen Jabre, Director of the Division of Programmes of the IPU, said it was a
pleasure to be at the ASGP meeting. She intended to present updates from the recent
work of the IPU, much of which would benefit from the co-operation of Secretaries
General. Then, a colleague would make a presentation on sexism in parliaments.
A key area of development and progress was the new Parline database. It provided
users with a wealth of information and was the global hub of information on
Parliaments. It included new fields of data, and IPU relied on members to update.
She urged Secretaries-General to take a look. It had lots of new features, including
allowing the comparison of information with graphs. Suggestions would be most
welcome. In order to source more information from SGs, a new idea was being
introduced of a network of Parline correspondents. All Speakers and SGs had
received a letter from IPU – to invite them to nominate a person who would take
charge of updating the website.
Launched a new Centre for Innovation in Parliaments. It has a centre as well as
thematic hubs and regional hubs. A lunchtime meeting tomorrow. New feature –
“innovation tracker” – every three months, a bulletin with latest info. Also a social
media guide for Parliament and Parliamentarians. 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development – IPU will monitor SDG 16. Developing indicators – keen to hear from
you.
Commons Principles for Support to Parliaments – thanks to SG’s for what they have
done. Developing a guide. A letter was sent to all ASGP members.
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New report on Youth Participation in Parliaments available on website. Shows level
of younger MPs. 2.2% wordwide below age of 30.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Ms Jabre. And introduced those who are
in charge of the different hubs.
Ms Zehna HILAL then gave a presentation on sexism and violence against women.
IPU Gender team producing guidelines for Parliaments to address the issue of sexism
and violence against women. Wants advice from ASGP members on these guidelines.
ASGP has published two reports – one is global (2016) and one on Europe (2018).
Would like to study other regions too. Both studies have revealed alarming levels of
sexism, harassment, and violence against women. 85.2% reported psychological
harassment, 42% were sexually harassed. Perpetrators mainly male
Parliamentarians. About a third of incidents occurred within Parliaments. Often
incidents while travelling. Under-reporting and lack of mechanisms to report, protect
victims or sanction perpetrators. Guidelines are designed to help with this. Three
main steps:
Step 1: understand the importance of the issue.
•
Recognise the problem – including understanding why people don’t always
report.
•
Convince people of the problem
•
Prepare for action – convene a group.
Step 2: Devise a comprehensive policy.
•
Assess the situation. Review policies and conduct a survey – sensitively.
•
Draft the policy – banning sexist speech, actions, harassment etc. Define
persons affected, scope and sanctions.
•
Devise complaint procedures. Decide on confidentiality.
Step 3: Make the policy work.
•
Disseminate policy
•
Secure buy-in.
•
Provide assistance and counselling services
•
Training
•
Regular Reporting on effectiveness.
Each step is broken down to identify practical measures. Based on good practice.
Invites members to point out any issues, and also to participate to give feedback on
draft guidelines. IPU setting up an advisory group.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB thanked Ms HILAL and invited questions.
Dr Khalid SALIM (Sultanate of Oman) said that the figures presented were
striking. Oman had taken part in the survey. The report was very clear and concise
and he thought the results were fair – there were a very large number of incidents.
He noted different societies varied in their ideas, for example, as to whether
harassment could take place in words alone or whether only physical harassment
counted. Parliaments usually had regulations to address harassment but perhaps
they had not done enough to promote them. Oversight was needed within
Parliament. He had never seen any incidents in Oman, where the law was very clear.
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Ms HILAL agreed that definitions were important. Ideas were indeed different in
different places and this was why the IPU had wanted to have a regional study.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked the representatives from the IPU.

3. General debate: Information and Document Services in
Parliaments: A comparative study
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited Mr Najib EL KHADI, Secretary General
of the Chamber of Representatives, Morocco, to introduce the General Debate.
Mr. AL KHADI, introducing the debate, said that the parliamentary Units of
research, information and documentation were of major importance for the
guarantee of the quality related to parliamentary work. They were also equally
important for the efficiency of parliamentary work whether in the field of legislation,
the assessment of public policies and the scrutiny of government action or in
parliamentary diplomacy.
In this regard, and since the mid-twentieth century, many parliaments had ensured
that these units were put in place to meet parliamentarians' expectations and meet
their needs, either individually or at the level of committees and working groups.
Today, several parliaments endeavoured to create parliamentary research and study
centers to meet an urgent and insistently growing parliamentary need in order to
contribute to the development of parliamentary performance, as well a quantitative
and qualitative parliamentary action.
1.

The Criteria for parliamentary research and information Units

Despite the diversity and differences in the structure and organizational mode as well
as in the managerial form of these Units, their common denominator remained their
neutrality, which was reflected in the consideration of these fundamental criteria in
their work:
•
•
•
•
•

Impartiality
Clarity and ease of use
Speed of execution
Accuracy and close correlation with the concerns of parliamentary
action in specific areas,
Reserve requirement

2.
Organization and configuration of parliamentary research and information
Units at the international level: three main models
Within different parliaments, the extrapolation and the analysis of the mode of
organization of these clearly indicated that the organizational form appeared in three
major models:
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•
•
•

Provision of services through the parliamentary library;
Provision of research and studies by a special Unit;
Managing research through an independent research and study center.

The size and number of research units and working groups, as well as the number of
researchers involved, varied from one model to another depending on the political
and social context, but also on the quality and the work of the members of parliament
of the parliamentary institution concerned.
a-

Research Services of the Parliamentary Library

An illustrative example of this model was the experience of the Canadian Parliament
Library, which currently covered five major functions in this field:
•
•
•
•

Provide research and analysis to parliamentarians;
Give parliamentary committees and working groups the information they
need to study drafts of laws and overseeing government work;
Preserve the legacy records of Parliament and ensure its access and use;
Provide parliamentarians with updated information for their communication
needs with society.

The library had thematic working groups, divided into legal and social affairs
sections, economic resources, and international affairs.
The library also offered a variety of services, such as proactive research, studies and
legislative summaries, and periodic information on specific sectors.
As another example of the research and information presented by the parliament
library, one could allude to the Research Center at the Library of the House of
Commons in the United Kingdom, which had research team at its disposal in the
following fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal affairs,
Business and transport,
Social policy
Sciences and ecology
Parliament and Constitution
Economic policy and statistics
Social and general statistics.

The library also offered a variety of services to parliamentarians, answering
personalized requests for information, by phone and email, as well as through
proactive media, legislative or thematic searches.
b-

The Parliamentary Research Unit:
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The main model in this respect was Germany, where a research service had been set
up in the Bundestag to ensure that Parliament, as the legislative and control body of
the Government, obtained all necessary information to accomplish its missions, thus
enabling it to be at the same level as the executive, in terms of sources of information
and data.
The Department of Studies was a branch of the Directorate General of Studies and
External Relations. It consisted of 11 specialized Units that supported parliamentary
action in its various fields, as well as in different constituencies. The number of
researchers in this Directorate could be considered as the largest in the world,
bringing together researchers specialized in a range of fields, covering not only the
social, legal and economic sciences, but also the exact sciences.
This Unit provided parliamentarians with impartial research, proactive studies, and
answers to inquiries from members of Parliament.
In addition, the Unit ensured the development of thematic records and information
to the attention of parliamentarians on issues likely to be a priority or special
attention in the short term.
c-

The Parliamentary Research Center

Unlike the two previous models, some parliamentary institutions had independent
research and study centers to provide information, data, statistics, and research
available to parliamentarians, and to meet their needs, providing answers to their
questions and inquiries.
These centers offered these services, either through research departments
specializing in key areas related to the concerns of parliamentarians, or in
cooperation with universities and related research centers, or research centers and
national consultancy firms.
Co-operation with universities and scientific research areas was at the heart of the
performance of some research and parliamentary research centers.
3.
Towards a valorization of the best practices, in order to guarantee the quality
and the efficiency of the parliamentary performance
The main purpose of this general debate was to take advantage of the Association of
Secretaries General of Parliaments, in view of the diversity and importance of the
experiences that it offered, to learn more about how these Units were managed by
parliamentary administrations at the international level, and build on strengths and
good practices. The ultimate aim of this approach would be to inspire parliaments
wishing to provide their members with information and research Units, or to
strengthen and develop these units in the parliaments that already have them. It
should be emphasized that the purpose here was to provide information, research,
and studies aimed at meeting a concrete need, related to the fields of parliamentary
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work, with the aim of to ensure efficiency and effectiveness, with the ultimate goal of
achieving the aspirations of society.
Mrs Cvetanka IVANOVA (North Macedonia) spoke as follows:
I. Parliamentary Institute – Information and Research Service in the
Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia
The availability of reliable information and analysis is crucial to debates and
discussion taking place in the Parliament. At every level, whether making laws,
overseeing the executive, table parliamentary questions, approval of the state budget,
ratification of treaties, debating issues of national and international moment and
representation of thousands of constituents, reliable data facilitate the work of the
Members of Parliaments. The main source of information for MPs in the Assembly of
the Republic of North Macedonia is the Parliamentary Institute (PI). The role of PI as
a source of high quality, timely, objective, non-partisan and impartial information
and analysis to the Members of Parliament contributes to increasing the legitimacy
and strengthening the role of the Parliament in the policy making process.
Parliamentary Institute is a special organizational unit within the Assembly of the
Republic of North Macedonia, established by the Law on Assembly in 2009 1. PI
establishment contributes to the institutional reform of the parliamentary service. PI
staffers are civil servants and are leaded by a manager hired on consensual basis of
the Steering Council composed of party caucus leaders represented in the
Parliament, Secretary General, Vice Presidents and representative from the President
of the Parliament. It became operational in May 2014.
Two departments operate within the PI. Department on General Analysis, Research
and European Integration (hereinafter "Research Department"). The core activity
of the Research Department is delivering high-quality, timely, objective, nonpartisan, impartial information and analysis related to the draft bills, state budget,
economic and social situation in the country and in the region, and on topics related
to the EU integration, with the special attention to the process of approximation of
legal system of the country to the EU acquis communautaire. This is provided for
MPs, Committees, Secretary General of the Assembly at their request, or on PI’s own
initiative. The Department for Education and Communication, Research
Library and Legislative Archives implements activities for education and
information for the following target groups: MPs, their assistants, parliamentary staff
and the public. Legislative archive, consisting of all documents generated by the
Assembly's work on the legislative process is conducted in electronic form, indexed
according to the most up-to-date standards for indexing legal documentation, in
accordance with the multilingual glossary of the European Union (EuroVoc).
Organization chart of the Parliamentary Institute is given below:

Law on the Assembly of the Republic Of Macedonia (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia,
194/2009)

1
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II. Which are the services and products provided by the Research
Department?
The services of Research Department are available to MPs, Committees, Secretary
General of the Assembly on an equal basis. Services are provided on a first-come,
first-served basis to agreed deadlines. The services of Research Department are
provided by responding to individual enquiries from beneficiaries or on its own
initiative. That is, the service may be reactive (responding to individual enquiries) or
proactive (anticipating needs and available to all).
Upon beneficiaries’ request, the Research Department provides:
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•
•
•
•
•

Brief information - summary on a particular matter;
Thematic or comparative overview of certain matter;
Statistical or quantitative overview of particular matter;
Chronological overview of particular matter;
Extensive information on particular matter that takes into account the
context, the implications from different solutions for the target groups or
the country.

On its own initiative, the Research Department prepares:
•
•
•

Brief information - summary related to concrete acts;
Study on selected topics;
Bulletin on social, economic and budget indicators

The over-riding rule is that anything requested should be needed in connection with
the parliamentarian’s parliamentary duties. Therefore, the research work does not
include: providing legal advice and assistance in individual cases; preparation of
draft laws or amendments; giving information which is under the competence of
other sectors in the Assembly.
Process of submitting a request for research services and types of research work are
described in the charts below:

Submitting a request for research:

Who?

How?

MPs

in written

Working bodies

To whom?

Director of
Parliamentary
Institute

by e-mail

Councils
Parliamentary
groups

Sector for general
analysis, research
and Eurointegration

Secretary General
of the Assembly
Types

of research work
BRIEF INFORMATION

REQUEST
FOR
RESEARCH
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THEMATIC OVERVIEW
COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

STATISTICAL OVERVIEW
QUANTITATIVE OVERVIEW
EXTENSIVE INFORMATION
CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

BRIEF INFORMATION

ON OWN
INITIATIVE

STUDY
BULLETIN

III. Which are values and operating principles of the research service?
The values and operating principles of the Research Department as established
under the rules 2 are:
• Objectivity - objective information is a key quality standard in research. In
order to ensure that all sides of an issue are covered it is required to check the
information from as many aspects as possible and to present a range of views.
The objectivity of how the data are been processed and disclosed to the
recipient is guaranteed with three level of per-review process within the
Parliamentary Institute;
•

Impartiality - impartial information and analysis is a synthesis from a
number of sources and it is not "captured" by government policy perspective.
The research services are available and equally accessible for parliamentarians
from all parties across the political spectrum;

•

Confidentiality - The name of the recipient and the requested service are
confidential. However, after the expiry of 30 days from the receipt of the
research work by the beneficiary, it is published electronically (posted) and it
become available to all MPs. As exception, the beneficiary can request
extension of the deadline for publication, but not later than 60 days from the
receipt of the answer to the request;

•

Timeliness - The researchers monitor public policy issues on an ongoing
basis and are skilled at responding to beneficiaries’ request rapidly and with
up to date information;

Rulebook on The Realization of The Competencies of The Parliamentary Institute, The Assembly of The
Republic of Macedonia, 14.02.2014

2
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•

Client focus - Research services are tailored to the needs of the client. It is
always important in selecting material that it is client-oriented and responsive
directly to the needs of the beneficiaries;

•

Excellence in service and use of appropriate information resources
- Research Department provides a comprehensive service, backed by
specialism in many policy fields. Links with professional and scientific
institutions and access to various databases ensures use of appropriate
information resources. The established practice of the Research Service is to
cooperate with civil society organizations, scientific institutes, domestic and
foreign experts, as well as the research services of the parliaments of the
countries in the region and wider in order to exchange ideas and information
for the preparation of analyzes for the benefit of the MPs.

IV. Where, when and how does research feed into Parliamentary
processes?
Parliamentarians are expected to fulfil arduous tasks of law making, oversight of
executive actions, table parliamentary questions, approval of the state budget,
ratification of treaties, debating issues of national and international moment and
representation of thousands of constituents. Implementation of these tasks place a
heavy demand for information on those responsible. Providing high-quality, timely,
objective, non-partisan, impartial information is area where the Research
Department is most needed in the Parliamentary processes.
Where? Into core parliamentary processes of legislation and scrutiny. For instance,
in the process of adopting law, Research Department contributes to enhancing a
parliamentarian's fluency with the content of legislation being considered by
Parliament. Research Department, also assists in crystallizing the idea of
parliamentarian to submit a private member's bill. In exercising oversight of the
executive, parliamentarians are likely to be up against a government bureaucracy
with substantial resources at its command. Thus, MPs need independent sources of
information if they are to scrutinise the government effectively. For the purpose of
adopting state budget, Research Department is providing in-depth quantitative
analysis on incomes and expenditures. In debating issues of national and
international moment, Research Department helps legislature to assert its role in the
policy process and to have choices available to exercise its prerogatives.
When? According to the current practice the quest for the services of Research
Department are mostly related to parliamentary agenda. The research services are
most needed before referring the bill for its second reading when amendments can be
submitted.
How? Research and analysis services provided by the Research Department do not
have any binding on the legislative process, but are for advisory purposes, for
information purposes and for alternative solutions on a topic of interest. Its
analytical support is tailored to the parliamentary nature of its clients' business.
Researchers look comparatively at a wide range of local, national and international
perspectives and experiences and avoid commenting on policy options, focus on facts
and leave political parties to provide policy advice. Nevertheless, this ultimately
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enriches the legislative debate in a way that supports the quality of the legislative
process.
V. What factors (processes, mechanisms and cultures) shape the use of
research in Parliamentary processes?
In a rapidly changing world, all parliamentarians are confronted with challenges in
finding relevant, appropriate information to support the decisions they make and the
actions they take. At the same time, the use of relevant high-quality information adds
to the perceived legitimacy of their actions in an increasingly technocratic era. Thus,
some of the factors which shape the use of research services in Parliamentary
processes are:
•

Information overload. The global "information explosion" has introduced
a new challenge, which is the risk of information overload. From a situation
where they had too little information, parliaments and their members now
often have too much, and can find it difficult to distinguish between useful
and irrelevant information. Researchers, therefore, focus on decoding this
information and presenting it in a format and language that align with
activities conducted in the Assembly. Hence, Research Department do not
simply help parliamentarians find relevant and authoritative information,
they also make sense of the information by analyzing its various dimensions
and relating it to the work of the Assembly.

•

Trusted and credible source of information. Internal sources of
information are likely to be more valued, because they are balanced and
impartial and can be most responsive as they are in close contact with
parliamentary departments. Although, Parliamentarians rely on a range of
other sources for advice (their political staff develops expertise over time, and
political parties share key analysis aligned with their platforms, the media and
lobbyists often come forward with arguments in favour of particular outcomes
on public policy), many Parliamentarians value the opportunity to access
analysis that is politically neutral and fact-based, reflecting a range of
perspectives that they may wish to consider as they exercise their
parliamentary duties. Furthermore, Research Department do not have a
problem establishing its credibility with the Assembly (as would some outside
groups).

•

Speed of accessibility and a pre-existing relationship with the
source of information. MPS often need to access information rapidly, as a
consequence of the unpredictable timeframe of some aspects of the work of
the Assembly and their general involvement in multiple, often unconnected,
areas of policy simultaneously. Pre-existing relationships with a source of
information is a way to maximise their use of time, by ensuring that they had
an identified point of contact for when they need information. Moreover,
Research Department can provide a "one stop shop" where parliamentarians
can seek information on the many and varied topics on which they may be
expected to give an opinion. This is even more important bearing in mind that
Parliamentarians have different backgrounds and interests, and they can not
be experts in all matters of public policy.
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Mrs Agnieszka KACZMARSKA (Poland) spoke as follows:
Pursuant to Art. 106 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland, in Poland
the conditions appropriate for the performance of obligations by Deputies as well as
for defence of their rights resulting from exercising their mandate shall be specified
by statute. Art. 46 para. 2 of the Act of 9 May 1996 on the exercise of the mandate of
a Deputy or Senator stipulates that the Chancellery of the Sejm and the Chancellery
of the Senate, each in accordance with its competence, shall ensure and organise
servicing of Deputies and Senators essential for the performance of obligations by
them, as well as technical assistance, particularly as regards access to specialist
papers, bibliography and experts’ reports.
The tasks of the Chancellery of the Sejm in this respect have been set out in
Art. 199 of the Standing Orders of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland, in accordance
with which the Chancellery of the Sejm, inter alia:
- performs organisational and technical as well as consultative tasks related to
the activity of the Sejm and its bodies;
- enables the Deputies to perform their representative functions, and in
particular forwards the Sejm Papers and other reports and materials related
to the work of the Sejm, including consolidated texts of bills; provides access
to specialist papers, bibliography and experts’ reports; creates conditions for
Deputies to participate in the work of the Sejm and its bodies, and also
provides technical, organisational and financial means for the proper
functioning of Deputies’ offices or other organisational units rendering
services to Deputies in constituencies.
The Chancellery of the Sejm performs these tasks mainly through the activity
of the individual offices. In addition, pursuant to Art. 201a of the Standing Orders of
the Sejm of the Republic of Poland, the Information System of the Sejm is created, to
make available accurate and current information on the work of the Sejm. One of the
elements of the System is the website of the Sejm (http://www.sejm.gov.pl)
containing the following, among other things:
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- an online system of legal acts, together with their texts, published in the
Journal of Laws and the Official Gazette (Internetowy System Informacji o
Aktach Prawnych, ISAP) [EN: Online Information System on Legal Texts],
- shorthand records of the proceedings of the Sejm (with the voting results),
- texts of questions, inquiries and statements of Deputies,
- information of the legislative process,
- information on the work of the Sejm committees,
- information on submitted petitions,
- information on international cooperation, including travel of the Marshal
of the Sejm.
The Bureau of Research
The Bureau of Research (Biuro Analiz Sejmowych - BAS) provides scientific
and expert advice for Sejm bodies, parliamentary clubs and caucuses, individual
Deputies, as well as for other organisational units of the Chancellery of the Sejm. The
Bureau provides opinions and information, whilst maintaining the principle of
political neutrality. The scope of work of the Bureau of Research is set out in § 17 of
the Organisational Regulations of the Chancellery of the Sejm.
The Bureau of Research has 88 employees, including 79 professional staff
(35 with a doctoral degree, 8 with a postdoctoral degree and 3 professors).
The team is made up of jurists, specialists in social, economic and international
policy.
Statistics of performed work (7th and 8th term)
During the last, 7th term of the Sejm (8.11.2011-11.11.2015), the Bureau of
Research had 12 289 commissioned tasks. As a result, BAS prepared 13 701 written
pieces of information, opinions and experts’ reports, of which 10% (1 375 papers)
were prepared by external experts. Within the European Centre for Parliamentary
Research and Documentation (ECPRD), the Bureau provided 653 replies to
questions of other national parliaments, the European Parliament, Parliamentary
Assemblies of the Council of Europe, NATO and the Inter-Parliamentary Union.
During the current, 8th term of the Sejm, lasting from 12 November 2015 to
4 March 2019, the Bureau of Research had 9 864 commissioned tasks. As a result,
BAS prepared 10 283 pieces of information, opinions and experts’ reports, of which
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9% (958 papers) were prepared by external experts. Within the European Centre for
Parliamentary Research and Documentation (ECPRD), the Bureau provided 659
replies to questions of other national parliaments, the European Parliament,
Parliamentary Assemblies of the Council of Europe, NATO and the InterParliamentary Union.
The Bureau of Research is composed of: the Department of Legislative
Research, the Department of European and International Law Research, the
Department for Matters before the Constitutional Tribunal, the Department of Social
and Economic Research, the Department for Political Analysis as well as the
Managing Team and the Secretariat.
Each of the departments and teams of the Bureau, in accordance with its
profile, and also in the inter-disciplinary arrangement, prepares opinions, analyses
and information, supplies material and provides consultations. Most of the work of
the Bureau is carried out on the commissioned order of the competent entities. The
Bureau also carries out its own study projects on selected matters within the sphere
of interest to the Sejm.
The vast majority of the papers of the Bureau of Research (about 90%) are
prepared by experts employed at the Bureau full-time. In addition, BAS has also used
the services of 310 external experts. Among them, 54 hold the title of professor, 114
have a postdoctoral degree and 142 a doctoral degree. The Bureau cooperates with
academics from 45 leading academic centres from all over Poland, in this from the
University of Warsaw, the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, the University of
Gdańsk, the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, the Maria Curie-Skłodowska
University in Lublin, the Catholic University of Lublin and the Cardinal Stefan
Wyszyński University in Warsaw.
BAS also cooperates with the legal and research services of other parliaments
through the information exchange system created by the European Centre for
Parliamentary Research and Documentation (ECPRD) of the European Parliament.
A deputy director of BAS acts as an ECPRD correspondent. The staff of the Bureau
regularly take part in seminars and conferences organised by ECPRD.
In addition, the Bureau of Research is a member of the International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions – IFLA (together with the Sejm
Library) and the European Parliamentary Technology Assessment – EPTA. The staff
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of BAS are responsible for the publication of information and for supplementing the
database within the Interparliamentary EU Information Exchange (IPEX).
Tasks of the Bureau of Research
In accordance with the Organisational Regulations of the Chancellery of the
Sejm, the tasks of the Bureau of Research include the following:
- preparation of legal opinions concerning in particular compliance of bills
with the Constitution, the legal system and the application of
parliamentary law,
- preparation of analyses of legal solutions in effect in other states,
- presentation of observations and proposals concerning legislative
problems,
- analysis of the effects of functioning of passed statutes, in particular in the
legal, economic, social and political dimension (regulatory impact
assessment),
- providing consultations for Deputies concerning the work of the Sejm and
clarifying doubts regarding the legal status of a Deputy,
- preparation of opinions on petitions submitted to the Sejm, the
consideration of which requires special knowledge of the law,
- participation of experts in sittings of Sejm committees, managing
organisational matters to ensure continuous scientific consultancy for the
Sejm and its bodies, appointment of Sejm advisors,
- preparation of the draft position of the Sejm or of the Marshal of the Sejm
in matters resolved by the Constitutional Tribunal,
- providing substantive, organisational and technical services to the
Legislative Committee and managing its secretariat,
- preparation of analyses on problems related to the adoption and
implementation of the Budgetary Act,
- conducting commissioned or own initiated research, analyses and studies
in matters: a) related to a subject worked on by the Sejm, b) concerning
the operation of the Sejm and its bodies, in particular continuous
monitoring of problems that appear with the implementation of the
Standing Orders of the Sejm, c) concerning the legal status of Deputies.
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Advisory, consulting and information activities related to Poland’s
membership in the European Union
BAS also performs a number of tasks related to Poland’s membership in the
European Union, such as:
- preparation of opinions on compliance of bills with EU law, as well as on
the obligation to notify with regard to bills,
- preparation of opinions on draft EU acts (including verification of the
legal base and assessment of their compliance with the principles of
subsidiarity and proportionality),
- drawing up opinions on the execution of the obligation to implement EU
law,
- preparation of documentation concerning representation of the Sejm and
the Senate before the Court of Justice of the EU in cases concerning
compliance of EU legal acts with the principles of subsidiarity,
- preparation and distribution of the ”BAS European Bulletin” containing
information on the activity of EU institutions and a current European
press review with regard to matters related to the EU,
- providing substantive services to the European Union Committee
(including preparation of information and opinions on EU documents
received by the Sejm, participation of BAS experts in sittings of
Committee).
Publications of the Bureau of Research
Publications of the Bureau of Research are a documentation of experts’
reports in the legislative process. Their purpose is also to forward to Deputies and
Sejm bodies information essential in the performance of their obligations, as well as
to present to them important legal, social and economic issues. The publications are
prepared in cooperation with the Sejm Publishing Office. All publications are noncommercial and are distributed free of charge among Deputies and Senators as well
as in scientific and academic circles. An electronic version is available on the Sejm
website.
The Bureau of Research publishes the following:
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- ”Zeszyty Prawnicze BAS” (BAS Law Review) – a quarterly containing
problem articles and glosses as well as material prepared by BAS experts
upon the request of Deputies and Sejm bodies, as well as papers resulting
from conducted studies,
-

”Studia BAS” (BAS Studies) – a quarterly containing publications of
experts presenting important current social and economic issues of the
country, significant in terms of the legislative process in the Sejm,

- ”Infos. Zagadnienia społeczno-gospodarcze” (Social and Economic Issues)
– a bulletin with brief information and analyses on important issues in the
field of policy, economy and society, concerning Poland and the world,
- ”Analizy BAS” (BAS Analyses) – a periodical containing experts’ papers of
BAS staff, devoted to social and economic matters,
- ”Biuletyn Europejski Biura Analiz Sejmowych” (European Bulletin of the
Bureau of Research) – a periodical presenting the most important current
information on the EU and Poland’s participation in the EU. The Bulletin
contains information on the activities of EU institutions and a review of
current European press with regard to discussion on the Union, and in
particular on its future.
BAS periodicals are published in foreign and Polish scientific databases,
including the prestigious EBSCO database. BAS Law Review and BAS Studies are
indexed in the international database Index Copernicus Journals Master List.
Seminars and conferences, training for Deputies
At the beginning of each term of the Sejm, the Bureau of Research coorganises a programme of training and consultations for newly elected Deputies.
Each year, BAS staff take part in about 60 conferences organised in Poland
and abroad, during which they present the achievements of experts of the Bureau.
The Legislative Bureau
In accordance with the Organisational Regulations of the Chancellery of the
Sejm, the tasks of the Legislative Bureau include the following:
•

preparing preliminary opinions on bills, resolutions, declarations and
appeals tabled to the Sejm, before they are referred to the first reading;
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•

providing services to Sejm committees and sub-committees in editing
the bills being considered,

•

verifying the texts of legal acts passed by the Sejm,

•

cooperating with the secretariats of Sejm committees in the preparation
of reports on bills,

•

cooperating with the Secretariat of Sittings of the Sejm in the
preparation of scenarios of sittings of the Sejm,

•

analysing legislation in order to issue consolidated texts of laws,
preparing consolidated texts of laws and draft notices of the Marshal of
the Sejm in the matter of proclamation of the consolidated text of a law.

The Sejm Library
The profile of services of the Sejm Library (SL) is designed to meet the
information needs of Deputies and Senators as well as Sejm bodies, parliamentary
clubs and caucuses, organisational units of the Chancellery of the Sejm and offices of
Deputies. The SL also provides services to the staff of the Chancellery of both
chambers and the staff of offices of Deputies, parliamentary clubs and caucuses. The
collections and information sources of the SL are also available to other individuals
and institutions, on observance of the limitations set out in the Regulations of the SL.
In its current organisational form, the Library fulfils three tasks (of a library,
archives and a museum), which together form the information and documentation
base of the Sejm. The main collections of the SL, in line with the mission of the
Library, i.e. documenting and supporting the legislative process, including meeting
the needs of a research, advisory and information base of the Sejm, currently include
more than 400 000 items. The archives of the Sejm gather documentation generated
from the activities of the Sejm and its bodies, the Chancellery of the Sejm and offices
of Deputies. Resources also include archival material documenting the history of
Polish parliamentarism. The Division of Museum Collections of the SL gathers,
prepares, preserves, stores and makes available works of art, documents,
numismatics and photographs that illustrate the history of Polish parliamentarism.
In accordance with the Organisational Regulations of the Chancellery of the
Sejm, the Library also makes available video recordings of sittings of the Sejm and
the National Assembly, as well as selected television programmes. Tasks of the SL
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also include gathering all current publications of the Sejm and the Senate, managing
subscriptions and distribution of periodicals and Polish official journals for the needs
of the Sejm Presidium and organisational units, ensuring direct access to documents
and acts of law of the European Union and cooperation with national and foreign
libraries and information centres, particularly with parliamentary and legislative
centres, as well as archives and museums.
Other units of the Chancellery of the Sejm that provide
information for Deputies and Sejm bodies
Other units of the Chancellery of the Sejm take part in the circulation of
information and documentation needed for work by Deputies and Sejm bodies.
These units include:
•

the Office for International Affairs, which draws up programmes
concerning international cooperation of the Sejm and analyses, reports
and information on this subject,

•

the Sejm Information Centre, which prepares information and
multimedia materials for the needs of the Sejm Information System,

•

the Secretariat of Sittings of the Sejm, which: gathers and prepares
documentation on sittings of the Sejm; cooperates in preparing the Sejm
Information System, including in the Intranet system; keeps a repository
of printed matter of the Sejm and distribution thereof; documents and
enters in databases of the Chancellery of the Sejm information on bills
and resolutions and other submitted material, as well as parliamentary
questions, inquiries, questions on current matters and Deputies’
statements,

•

the Bureau of Sejm Committees ensures circulation of documents related
to sittings of committees and sub-committees, draws up minutes of these
sittings,

•

the Bureau of Deputies’ Services, which prepares collections of legal
regulations for the needs of Deputies, offices of Deputies, parliamentary
clubs and Deputies’ caucuses, updates them and draws up information
on the content matter and scope of effectiveness of these regulations,
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•

the Sejm Publishing Office, which draws up and issues publications
commissioned by Sejm bodies and organisational units serving the Sejm
and the Chancellery of the Sejm. The Office issues ”Kronika Sejmowa”
(Sejm Chronicle) and ”Przegląd Sejmowy” (Sejm Review).

Mr Jakub KOWALSKI (Poland) spoke as follows:
1. The beginnings of the Research and Information Services in the Chancellery of the
Senate are closely connected with political changes that took place in Poland after the
1989 elections. It was then that the Senate began the process of developing a
completely new administration. The United States Congress played an important role
in this process. The first democratic elections to the reborn Senate of the Republic of
Poland sparked the interest of the US Senate in Poland’s emerging democracy and its
new democratically elected administration. The American Senators voted to help
their Polish counterpart. The voting concerned the establishment of the Gift of
Democracy programme. Under this programme, in April 1990 the House of
Representatives appointed the Special Task Force on the Development of
Parliamentary Institutions in Eastern Europe. It was called the “Frost-Solomon Task
Force” – after the names of its President, a congressman from the democratic party
Martin Frost, and a republican congressman who supported this initiative, Gerald B.
Solomon. The Polish Parliament was the first Eastern European institution to receive
American aid. In the Resolution of 26 October 1989, the US Congress stated that “in
view of Poland electing its first Parliament by the vote of majority in over fifty years,
one committed to social and economic reforms and to the freedom of an individual,
while lacking experience, training, technical equipment, research services, developed
procedures, the Congress, which has solid legislative experience and operational
potential, approves the Gift of Democracy programme from the United States
Congress for the new Senate and Sejm in Poland”. The first measure the Americans
took was to deliver the necessary technical equipment, such as e.g. PCs. This
programme allowed the Senate and Sejm to begin creating professional Research and
Information Services, as the American partners offered a variety of training courses
and a number of study visits involving the transfer of know how related to the
functioning of such services.
Shortly after the 1989 elections, work began on constructing the
organisational structure of the Senate’s administration which had to be created from
the ground up. The task to create the new Chancellery of the Senate was entrusted to
the Deputy Marshal of the Senate, Andrzej Wielowiejski. He supervised the plans for
the said structure, implementation of its functioning rules, recruitment of staff
members. He offers the following account of this period in an interview: “The
Chancellery of the Senate simply did not exist. There were Senators and some
measures, yes, brought in provisionally. And then there were the administrators of
Sejm buildings (...) you reminded me of [...] creating this Chancellery and this
tedious, gruelling clerical and expert work. Well, we ultimately to move forward with
it somehow.”
In 1990, the Office of Research and Analyses was established. Its basic
structure and responsibilities were established in September 1991 and extended in
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May 1992. It was particularly important at that time that the Senators newly elected
in the first free elections to the Senate since World War II had access to the level of
service, substantive and information support both in the Parliament and in their
activity in the electoral districts. This help was necessary, because a large part of
Senators had different experiences from their oppositional and underground activity,
but they did not have such experience in the parliamentary work. The overarching
goal of the Office of Research and Analyses was for the Senators to have access to the
knowledge and information, so that in the time of difficult political transformation
they could make informed decisions in the legislative process. Therefore, from the
very beginning the Research and Information Services constituted an integral part of
the reborn Senate’s administration which after all was the first, built from scratch,
non-communist institution at that time. At first, the Office had two staff members –
the Director and one head specialist. The team grew over the years and in 1991 it
already consisted of 21 people, expanding further to 33 in the following year. At that
time, the Office consisted of 4 units:
•
The Unit of Rapid Information
•
The Unit of Foreign Language Publications
•
The Unit of Research
•
Archives of the Senate
At that time, on 26 November 1991 Poland became the member of the Council
of Europe and shortly afterwards the Research and Information Services of both
Chambers of the Polish Parliament acceded to the European Center for
Parliamentary Research and Documentation (ECPRD), a network of information
exchange between the parliaments of Europe presided by the Council of Europe and
the European Parliament. Thus, the cooperation between the research services of the
Senate and the administration of European institutions long preceded Poland’s
accession to the European Union. The negotiation process and the pre- and postaccession period posed many new challenges for the Office. One of them was new EU
legislation. The need to work on Community documents and the process of adjusting
the law to the EU regulations lead to the creation of a new unit at the Office
dedicated to the issue of European integration. The dynamics of changes at the Office
itself in the 1990s were high. In 1999, there were 8 units in total functioning at the
Office:
•
The Unit of Rapid Information
•
The Unit of European Integration
•
The Unit of Civic Education
•
The Unit of Expert Studies
•
The Unit of Polish Communities Abroad
•
The Unit of Letters
•
The Unit of Legal Consultancy
•
Archives of the Senate
In the subsequent years the name of the Office and its organisational units
have changed, but the Research and Information Services remained at its core.
2.

Today, the Chancellery of the Senate is an institution employing almost 360
people, at the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office there are 28
people in total employed throughout all Units, including two Directors. The Analyses,
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Documentation and Correspondence Office is one of 8 offices for substantive matters
which are directly subordinate to the Secretary General of the Senate.

Figure 1: The structure of the Chancellery of the Senate of the Republic of Poland
The task of the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office is to
support the activity of the Senate as the legislative authority, its bodies and
individual Senators by providing independent analyses, materials and information,
as well as recording the Senate’s activities and handle the correspondence and
petitions addressed to the Senate. The Office has three organisational units
supervising the performance of these tasks:
• Analyses and Research Unit
• Petitions and Correspondence Unit
• Archives of the Senate
The Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office, through the
Analyses and Research Unit, invariably carries out the tasks of the Senate’s Research
and Information Services. This Unit consists of two teams: Analyses and Research
Team which employs 8 analysts-researchers and Information and Statistics Team
with 3 specialised staff members working on analyses and statistical data.
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Figure 2: The current structure of the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence
Office

According to § 15 of the Rules and Regulations of the Chancellery of the
Senate, “the scope of activity of the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence
Office includes providing the Senate with expertise and information, as well as its
bodies, Senators and the Chancellery of the Senate, handling the correspondence
from citizens addressed to the Senate, its bodies and the Chancellery of the Senate,
and documenting and archiving the Senate’s work, in particular:
(1)
Preparing and providing analyses, expert studies and thematic reports;
(2)

Preparing and sharing information and statistics necessary for the work
of the Senate;

(3)

Handling the examination of petitions by the Senate’s bodies;

(4)

Answering non-official letters addressed to the Senate and its bodies,
and the Chancellery of the Senate;

(5)

Ensuring the availability of public information concerning the activity
of the Senate, its bodies and the Chancellery of the Senate;

(6)

Documenting the work of the Senate by preparing and gathering
materials comprising the National Archival Resources developed in the
course of the Senate’s activity, as well as its bodies and during the
working hours of Senators’ offices and the Chancellery of the Senate;

(7)

cooperation and exchange of information with the research and
analysis services and archive services of foreign parliaments.”

Under the information and expert service, the tasks of the Office, including
Analyses and Research Team, include in particular:
• Supporting the work of the Senate by preparing papers, analyses,
expert studies and information;
• Ordering external opinions and expert studies;
• Content support for other Offices in the organisation of seminars,
conferences and seminar meetings of committees;
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•
•
•

•

•

Developing and content editing of materials for conferences and postconference materials;
Gathering and developing publications and materials useful for the
work of the Senate;
Maintaining the foreign language versions of the Senate’s website and
cooperation in developing foreign language publications of the
Chancellery of the Senate,
Cooperation and exchange of information with research and analysis
services of parliaments of other countries, with international
information networks, as well as with domestic and foreign centres of
research and scientific information, as well as preparation of
information on the actions of the Office taken in this respect to be
published on the website;
Developing and editing the “Studies and materials about the Senate”.

The tasks of the Information and Statistics Team include:
• Preparing and sharing of information and statistics necessary for the
work of the Senate, its bodies and the Chancellery of the Senate;
• Taking orders for reports and analyses on the activity of the Office;
• Observing the work of the Sejm and ongoing preparation of
information notes on this subject;
• Preparing weekly reports on the course of the Senate ‘s work to be
published on the website;
• Statistical analysis of the Senate’s work ; preparing the publication
“Selected data on the work of the Polish Senate”.
3.

The current shape of the Senate’s Research and Information Services is the
result of certain institutional evolution and successive reorganisations which took
place in the previous years. However, it is worth to emphasise that regardless of the
organisational changes, the function and tasks of the Office remained the same. One
could even say that new technologies, the Internet, better access to information, its
flow and the resulting increased time pressure in collecting, analysing, developing
and transferring information on the one hand, and on the other greater difficulty in
verifying the accuracy of that information (fake news) and reliability of sources,
made the work of the Research and Information Services more complex.
Using the nomenclature of management science, one could say that activities
of the Research and Information Services are of a service nature in relation to
internal clients specified in the Rules and Regulations of the Chancellery of the
Senate. The typical situation is responding and executing orders from the bodies of
the Senate, individual Senators or the Head of the Senate Chancellery. In this respect
analysts often establish cooperation with the best external experts, both from
academic and research circles, and among renowned practitioners, e.g. with regard
to legal expert studies or matters related to the non-governmental sector. On
average, the Analyses and Research Unit orders around 15 external expert studies
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annually. The rules for this cooperation are strictly defined by the Resolution no 49
of the Presidium of the Senate of 17 November 1995, under which the Secretary
General of the Senate issued the Ordinance no 20 of 20 November 1995 on the
detailed principles and procedure of concluding agreements with experts and
members of adviser teams as well as the detailed provisions of such agreements. The
Office has worked with external experts for many years and has built a substantial
base of collaborators which continues to be updated and supplemented with new
names of the best specialists from a given field.
However, it is worth noting that many activities of the Analyses,
Documentation and Correspondence Office, and in particular of the Analyses and
Research Unit are also proactive in nature. Staff members of the Unit, on their own
initiative, following the analysis of the currently most interesting subjects emerging
in the area of legislation or simply present in the public discourse, propose their own
thematic materials which, with the approval of the Director of the Office, they
prepare in the form of reports being part of publication series.
4.

Practically all expert studies, thematic papers and analyses are made public on
the Senate website. They are divided into publication series “Opinions and Expert
Studies” (works of external experts are published here), “Thematic Reports” (own
works of the Office analysts are usually published here). In addition, information is
sent to the Senators with the list of materials prepared by the Analyses and Research
Unit of the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office, so that they have
ongoing access to information, including expert studies ordered by other Senators,
and can easily find the report they are interested in. Regardless whether the
preparation of a given material has been ordered or it is the own work of the Office,
all Senators, but also citizens have an equal access to it via the Internet. It bears
mentioning that making the publication of the Office public (on the Senate website)
has a broader implications than only work for the Chamber. Citizens not only learn
about the matters addressed by the Senators, but also have equal access to the
knowledge in a given area; it appears to be very important from the perspective of the
development of a civil society. On many occasions the staff members of the Office
receive response from interested Polish people which indicates that materials
prepared and published under Opinions and Expert Studies and Thematic Reports
are not only read, but also used by citizens. This was the case with the expert study
on joint custody, expert study on the territorial division of the Mazowsze region and
many others.
Statistical papers prepared by analysts of the Analyses, Documentation and
Correspondence Office such as selected data, basic statistics, Senate amendments to
the Acts adopted by the Sejm are also published on the website. This prepared and
condensed information provides the citizens with the opportunity to obtain
fundamental and clearly presented knowledge on the work of the Senate and
Senators without the need to search through different sources of data.
The Office’s publishing activity is also important. Specialised staff members
prepare occasional publications e.g. related to the history of the Senate (series of
publications describing the successive terms of the Reborn Senate, publications
related to jubilees and anniversaries). Sometimes these publication are given to
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libraries, distributed during thematic conferences or handed over to the Polish
communities abroad during travels of the Marshal of the Senate.
5.
For many years now, the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office
has been a member of various international bodies which gather parliamentary
research units such as the European Centre for Parliamentary Research and
Documentation (ECPRD) or IFLAPARL (Library and Research Services for
Parliaments Section) of the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA). Together with colleagues from the Research and Information
Services from the parliaments of the Visegrad Group, the staff members of the
Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence Office constitute a platform for
information exchange on the cooperation and activities of the Parliament on the V4
forum. This project is still in development which results in many substantive
meetings and creation of a dedicated website.
International cooperation is an important part of the Office’s work, it allows it to
benefit from the experience of other research services, but also to share its own
experience and results, both on the substantive and organisational level. As part of
international cooperation (twinning programmes) and mutual sharing of
experiences, the staff members of the Analyses, Documentation and Correspondence
Office took part in training programmes for the parliamentary administration of
what are referred to as “young democracies”. The main destination of organised visits
were the Balkans, including countries like Macedonia. The goal of the visits was to
impart the knowledge onto the colleagues there who have just started the process of
building a modern parliamentary administration. It is an extremely important
experience and a crucial element of the work of the Research and Information
Services as part of parliamentary administration, because it contributes to the global
increase in the quality of work of provided by parliamentary administrations and
accelerates the democratisation process by sharing good and proven examples and
solutions.
Mr Sergey MARTYNOV (Russian Federation) spoke as follows:
Ladies and gentlemen,
1. Today information technologies make it possible to increase the efficiency of
management in all life spheres. Of course, this also applies to the activities of
legislators. Therefore, the Executive Office of the Federation Council 3, the upper
chamber of the Russian parliament, is continuously taking efforts to improve the
information support.

3

In the Executive Office of the Federation Council the information support function is
assigned to the Analytical Department, the Legal Department, the Department for
Organizational Support, the Information Technology and Document Management
Department, which perform the preparation of information in their respective areas.
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2. Special attention is paid, in particular, to the development of the electronic
workflow. Since 2007, we have been using the electronic signature.
The All-Russian interdepartmental electronic document management
system has been introduced, which supports the information exchange with federal
and regional authorities.
For all the most significant events of the Chamber, an “electronic folder” of
thematic documents 4 is formed, and for the outdoor events, a mobile
application “Participant’s e-Portfolio” (electronic portfolio) 5 is used.
The information system “Mobile workplace of a member of the Federation
Council” 6 has been introduced. It provides parliamentarians with access to
materials from their mobile devices anywhere in the world.
We use widely a system of video communication with regional authorities. In
2018, we repeatedly used such forms of inter-parliamentary meetings as
videoconferences and teleconferences.
3. The Executive Office of the Chamber does a lot to expand the range of
information sources for senators. We strive to maximize the use of the
potential of external experts. We involve them in attending the sessions of the
chamber and its committees, the parliamentary hearings, the discussions within the
framework of advisory councils and the expert examination of draft laws.
This work is facilitated by cooperation agreements that the Federation Council
has concluded with leading domestic universities, the Russian Academy of Sciences
and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Under the Chair of the Federation Council, a Scientific Expert Council operates,
which brings together about eighty reputable Russian scientists 7. Altogether,
eighteen advisory bodies 8, which unite leading scientists, public figures,
specialists, and experts on topical issues of the socio-economic and socio-political
agenda, have been formed and work on continuous bases under the Federation
Council and the Chair of the Chamber. Under the committees of our Chamber there
operate our own specialized expert structures.
4

The information system “Formation of an Electronic Folder (e-Folder) of Information
Materials for Events in the Federation Council” provides a possibility for creation of
packages of documents in the electronic form.
5
The system of operational provision of information materials and information support at
outdoor events.
6
The system provides a possibility of viewing information about events, agendas, working
with draft-laws and other documents in various formats.
7
Ordinance of the Chair of the Federation Council of March 30, 2012 No. 89-rp-SF “On the
Scientific Expert Council under the Chair of the Federation Council of the Federal Assembly
of the Russian Federation”.
8
Standing expert advisory bodies have been established in the Federation Council: 3 under
the Chair of the Federation Council, 15 under the Chamber.
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I would like to emphasize that all our external experts, members of advisory bodies
work on a voluntary, free of charge basis.
4. The agenda of the Federation Council meetings regularly includes special thematic
blocks: “The hour of a constituent entity of the Russian Federation”, “The
governmental hour”, and “The time of an expert”. These formats have
become an important element of information support of the parliamentarians’ work.
Within the framework of these agenda items, reports of Heads of the regions,
Deputy Prime Minister of the Government and federal ministers, as well
as renowned scholars and public figures are heard.
5. Another important information support tool is the use of the resources of the
Parliamentary Library of the Federal Assembly. Work is underway to
organize a public portal of the library. It is planned that its digital content
will be available not only to Russian, but also to foreign Internet users.
Thank you for your attention.
Mr EL KHADI opened the debate to the floor.
Mr Sheikh Ali bin Nasir AL MAHRUQI (Oman) noted that some Parliaments
appointed a special associate, and some used external sources. Was it better to have
researchers in a special research centre or appoint specialists internally for each
committee?
Mr Antonio CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) noted that the Brazilian
chamber of deputies was being reformed to make services more efficient. The
structure needed to be more effective. It had three main ways of providing services. It
had Budget and Oversight, and also Legislative Advisory services. These were divided
into thematic areas. For example Legislative Advisory specialised in drafting
speeches for MPs, plus twenty-one specific areas, such as education and law. There
were about 215 people in Legislative Advisory. The Budget and Oversight section
worked very well with finance ministry. This division into lots of separate areas was
not giving the right result, so the Chamber wanted to rationalize it, especially since
lots of people have left or retired and were proving hard to replace, with few people
wishing to join the service. The third unit was linked to the Library. It provided
research for whole chamber. Consideration was being given to combining it with the
other service.
Mr Lorenz MÜLLER (Germany) said that the Bundestag had ten units of experts
writing for MPs. MPs asked a few too many questions and not all were very relevant.
The biggest problem was when MPs misused the service, such as for reasons of
racism, asking for instance how many immigrants had committed crimes.
Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) said his Parliament had a knowledge and
information service and that every committee had a researcher and a content adviser.
Where the Parliament had limited capacity it would approach outside institutes. It
also had budget analysts to support MPs on issues to do with finance. Every party
also had its own team of researchers and parties often turned to them first – using
their allowances to finance them.
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Mr Firas ADWAN (Jordan) said that Jordan proposed to establish a special
research centre. There would be seven divisions, aligned with Committees of
Parliament, to help in their work and in plenary discussions. They would co-operate
with universities.
M. Abdelgadir ABDALLA KHALAFALLA (Sudan) said that his service focused
on supporting committees. Many committees were specialised in more than one area,
eg oil and petroleum. So the Parliament had more than one expert for each
committee. What were the restrictions on the use of information provided by
libraries, and how could Parliaments make sure it was used for the intended
purposes?
Mr Gholamreza NOURI GHEZELGEH (Iran) spoke as follows:
Dear Colleagues,
Ladies and Gentlemen
At first I would like to thank the Qatari Parliament for hosting the IPU-140 meeting.
Further I thank our honorable colleague, Mr.Fahd-al-Khayarin, the honorable
secretary general of the consultative council of Qatar for making the necessary
arrangements and planning the secretary generals.
On the issue of the way of the parliamentarians’ access to the information and the
documents, I should say that in the Islamic Republic of Iran Islamic Consultative
Assembly (Islamic Parliament), the way of the parliamentarians access to the
information and the documents exist in various planned forms on which I will give
the honorable colleagues brief explanations. As we know, the main topic of this IPU
meeting which is “The Parliaments, The Base Of Teaching Peace, Security And Rule
Of Law”. Hence, further we try to facilitate the affairs of the parliamentarians, our
Parliament`s administrative processes and access to information, definitely further
shares we will enjoy of the spread of sustainable peace and security worldwide. More
efficient laws will be passed when the parliamentarians can, correctly and on-time,
receive updated information and have the possibility to contrast new laws with the
old ones. We well know our job importance. Here I deem it necessary to mention the
study resources of our parliamentarians case by case.
Islamic Parliament’s Research Center
The Islamic Consultative Assembly (Islamic Parliament) from its first term, used case
consultations with the experts to analyze the plans and bills. Yet, the base of the job
was on personal understanding and scientific ability of the parliamentarians
themselves, but since 1992 and 1993, at the order of the presiding board of the
Islamic Parliament, a separate organized permanent body called “Islamic Parliament
Research Center Of The Islamic Republic Of Iran” was established along with the
Parliament to give permanent expert and research services, prepare topics, daily
figures and case studies to inform the parliamentarians. This center is of young elite
researchers in various fields who do informing, in case of the parliamentarians
request for receiving information and figures in any specialized field as soon as
possible.
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The Islamic Consultative Assembly Library (ICAL)
The Library, museum and the documents center of the Islamic Consultative
Assembly (ICAL) gives various services to the parliamentarians, the government
ministers, domestic and foreign researchers, various university students, clients and
bodies.
ICAL has been established to the purpose of giving library-related, informationrelated, research-related and scientific services to the honorable parliamentarians
and has been known as one of the credited and important scientific and cultural
centers in safeguarding the written heritage of Iranian and Islamic culture in the
world. This body enjoys almost unparalleled sources which have added to its
credibility as an important center in the publication of science and art history.
Among the most important services given by this center are:
 Informing the parliamentarians
 Reference services to the parliamentarians
 Internet services to the parliamentarians
 Digital and electronic sources
The statistics for the ICAL resources are enumerated below:
-

Manuscripts: 27693 Volumes

-

Lithography: 21700 Volumes

-

Printed books (Persian, Arabic and Latin): 509489 Volumes

-

Detailed negotiations of the National Consultative Assembly: 24 Volumes which
are available free on the ICAL website.

-

Detailed negotiations of the Islamic Consultative Assembly: 10 Volumes which
will be uploaded soon on the ICAL website.

-

Detailed negotiations of the Senate: 7 Volumes which are available free on the
ICAL website.

-

Detailed negotiations of the Constitution Assembly:
•

1949: sessions 1 to 9 (21 April – 10 May 1949)

•

1967: sessions 1 to 9 (19 august – 10 September 1967)

Department for Laws and Divisions for Expurgation of Laws
Regarding the latest developments on law-making, the Department for Expurgation
of Laws in the Parliament building is doing its activities through experienced legal
experts near the public floor of the Parliament. They give consultation to the
honorable parliamentarians in any specialized field through comparing and
describing the legal approvals. The duty of this department is collecting and
documentation of the laws in any field and delivering the legal history of the
discussions. All of the State bodies which pass laws including the executive, the
Supreme Council for Cultural Revolution, General Board of the Supreme Court of
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Iran, General Board of Administrative Court of Justice of Iran, , as well as the bodies
whose laws and regulations are obligatory, must deliver all of their approvals to the
Islamic Parliament The Department for Expurgation of Laws. Answering the
inquiries of the presiding board of the Islamic Parliament, parliamentarians, the
government and the supreme councils of the provinces are among the other duties of
this department. In this regard, the time for answering the inquiries on two-starred
and one-starred and ordinary plans and bills is twenty four hours and forty-eight
hours, one week in respect. Among the other duties of this department are: preparing
the methodology of writing the plans and bills based on the scientific frameworks,
defining the specialized terms used in various issues and publishing them for
covering the legal stages in State organs, publishing the expurgated specialized topicbased collections in the form electronic versions and books, editing the Parliament`s
and committees approvals based on the Parliament`s internal by-laws, informing
and public teaching of laws, codification of laws, correcting the chapters and legal
articles based on them, giving legal and law-making pieces of advice to the
Parliament speaker, the presiding board members, committees and
Parliamentarians.
Information Technology (IT) Department:
•

Forming facilities for the parliamentarians to have access to high-speed internet
and receive special tablets to receive latest documents and information;

•

Having the intention to establish the “Center for collecting the data with limited
access” for the parliamentarians so that all the Parliamentarians use these
services at once. This is to the purpose of facilitation of the affairs, aggregation of
the information processes and documentation of the laws and information
related to the Islamic Parliament;

•

Facilitating MPs communication with their constituents through electronic
means;

•

Omitting papers from MPs lawmaking and supervision through replacing with
electronic versions

The Advisors
The Parliamentarians put the fashioned raised issues to discussion and consultation
in the Parliament`s public floor to the discussion and consultation with the NGOsresearch, science and academy centers- and leading private corporations and private
sectors representatives.
Through funding two advisors for the parliamentarians along with five advisors from
provided by the Government for the MPs and 5 advisors for the committees, The
Islamic Parliament allows them to use the help of the experts in various academic,
scientific and specialized fields. Most of these advisors are among the known
university professors. This suggestion has been raised to the purpose of using the
specialized along with the parliamentarians in law-making.
The Specialized Committees
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The Islamic Parliament enjoys 13 specialized committees. Usually, plans and bills of
the Parliament are expertly analyzed in the related committees. Upon being raised of
the bills and plans in the public floor, the final viewpoint of the committee is asked
and announced. Further, the specialized committees of the Parliament inform the
honorable parliamentarians of the latest developments and measures through
statistical and analytical pamphlets. Besides, it is possible to establish new
commission for specific issues.
Dear colleagues,
I would like to take this opportunity express my appreciations to His Excellency the
Chairman and the honourable colleagues.
Thank you.
Mrs Jane LUBOWE KIBIRIGE (Uganda) said her Parliament had a library with
lots of documents available, and that MPs could access them online. It also had
policy analysts who especially helped opposition members. There was a
Parliamentary Budget Office, which helped members recall what was previously
promised by Ministers. This produced document for budget debates. It had a
department for information which assisted both Government and Opposition.
Researchers were from multidisciplinary backgrounds.
Mr Dhammika DASANAYAKE (Sri Lanka): Said that the Parliament had a
special unit, a digital library. Committees carried out policy analysis, obtaining
material from government departments. There was also a select committee on
evaluation, which was training researchers to evaluate policy making by
Government.
Mr Pinto Cardoso Manuel SOARES (Timor-Leste): said that his Parliament
followed the second model set out by Mr AL-KHADI. There was a new office to
include legal and policy advice and also analyse the budget. It provided technical
advice to members and to the office of the Secretary General. He asked if it was
better for such units to operate inside or outside parliament? If outside, how would
Parliaments guarantee quality and impartiality?
Dr Khalid Salim AL-SAIDI (Oman)– said that Oman had established a centre
for information and research, which had several divisions and informed MPs and
Committees. It was also intended to provide future projects for legislation. It was tied
to the central hub for statistics. The time taken to reply to requests depended on the
type of information demanded. In future he looked forward to the centre becoming
multi-level, helping Parliament and the Council of Ministers.
Mr AL-KHADI (Morocco) said he would summarise the conclusions of what had
been a rich discussion. First, all were convinced that the ASGP was an organisation
which provided services to all its members. Experiences varied in different parts of
the world and Members carried out diligent work towards providing these services.
This met the unique need from Parliamentarians. Second, Members should
constantly remember that the first reason for establishing an information centre was
closely tied to the need to guarantee good work by Parliaments. This in turn allowed
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proper oversight of Government and legislation. Third, he stressed the importance of
co-operation with universities and local research centres. This benefited both parties.
Fourth, Parliamentarians needed people to assist them in analysing statistics.
Researchers had to use scientific methods to allow Parliamentarians to reach
conclusions. Fifth, strict guidelines were needed, to avoid any bias. As the Bundestag
contribution had highlighted, information services did not exist in order to give
policy cover to ideological convictions.
***The Association took a short break between 4.00pm and 4.30pm***

4. Election to the Executive Committee
After a short break, Mr Philippe SCHWAB announced that several nominations for
the vacant post on the Committee had been received. An election would take place
the next day at 5.00pm. Candidates would be able to say a few words to introduce
themselves before voting began. The note on guidance on elections would be
available on the Association’s website.
He noted that only members who were not in two or more years of arrears of
payment would be allowed to vote.

5.
Communication from Ms. Snehlata SHRIVASTAVA,
Secretary General, Lok Sabha, India: The use of ICT in the
Indian Parliament : Promoting Transparency and Efficiency
Ms. Snehlata SHRIVASTAVA, Secretary General, Lok Sabha, India, spoke as follows:
Introduction
Today, ICT applications are found in almost all spheres of human activity, including
business, education, health, employment, sustainable development and
environment. The use of ICT applications have brought us to the information age,
where the right to access information held by public bodies has, by and large, become
an important right for the citizens. ICT has transformed democracies by giving
accessibility to information to the citizens, promoting a culture of transparency and
accountability in governance. It facilitates them to meaningfully participate in the
governing process and enables them to exercise their rights.
The World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) held in two phases, in Geneva
and Tunis in 2003 and 2005, gave a major impetus in creating “a people-centred,
inclusive and development-oriented Information Society.” Since 2006, the WSIS
Forum has been held annually to review and take stock of the progress made in
furthering the agenda of the WSIS.
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Parliaments did not lag behind in this effort. The Global Centre for Information and
Communication Technologies in Parliament, a joint initiative of the InterParliamentary Union (IPU) and the United Nations Department for Economic and
Social Affairs, was an outcome of the World Summit. Under the aegis of the Global
Centre for ICT in Parliament, four annual World e-Parliament Conferences have
been held from 2007 to 2010, which thereafter has become a biennial affair. The
2018 Conference is due to take place in December this year.
The Global Centre for ICT in Parliament has rendered invaluable services to
strengthen the role of Parliaments in the promotion of an information society and
the use of ICT in the parliamentary processes. Activities carried out through the IPU
and international cooperation have facilitated this process and assisted Parliaments
in applying ICTs in their own legislative environment. Developments in the ICT have
thus opened up many channels of parliamentary co-operation. They have also
facilitated the communication of information and the work done by Parliaments and
legislatures to the people. In recent years, Parliaments across the globe have made
much progress in exploiting advances in ICT to support their functions and to
modernize their institutions so as to make them more transparent, accessible,
accountable and effective.
Use of ICT in the Indian Parliament
In the Indian Parliament also, several positive changes have taken place in the use of
ICT in organizing parliamentary functions and facilitating the flow of information. As
part of our efforts to modernize, it has been our constant endeavour to increasingly
adopt new tools and methods offered by technological advances in ICT to support the
law-making, representational and the oversight functions of parliamentarians and to
make it more open, accessible and responsive to citizens.
As the citizenry becomes better informed and more vociferous in demanding
accountability and transparency of the public institutions, the Indian Parliament has
responded to such demands with new legislative enactments to make right to
information a citizen’s right and to encourage the use of information technology in
public institutions and service delivery as core components of governance.
The Parliament of India has taken significant steps in developing information
technology to assist parliamentarians in the effective discharge of their duties. The
computer-based information retrieval system, namely Computerized Information
Service (Parliament Library Information System) was started in December 1985 with
the help of the National Informatics Centre (NIC). Computerized Information
Service was designed within the Library for the benefit of Members of Parliament.
Initially it was a database of subject indexed references to parliamentary
information. Later, all the databases were converted into full text databases in the
Web format and were made available on the Parliament of India Home Page.
Over the years, the Computer Centre has played a key role in the modernization and
computerization of not only the Parliament Library but also of the
entire Lok Sabha Secretariat.
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Robust ICT infrastructure and facilities to MPs: To facilitate sharing of data and
access to the Internet, a high speed Local Area Network (LAN) has been laid. The
computer connectivity to the outside world including the Internet is being provided
through the National Informatics Centre Network known as the NICNET. LAN is
periodically upgraded and all the three buildings of the Parliament precinct have
been made Wi-Fi enabled. Both the Chambers of Parliament are now Wi-Fi-enabled
so that the members can access the government websites and other parliamentary
information available on intranet on their mobile devices within the Chambers also.
All political parties which have been allotted accommodation within the Parliament
House Complex are entitled to have a set of computer hardware and related
accessories and internet connection provided by the Secretariat.
Orientation programmes are organized regularly at the Bureau of Parliamentary
Studies and Training for the benefit of MPs and officials in acquiring knowledge and
developing or sharpening their skills in various uses of information technology for
parliamentary work. These are conducted by the specialized agencies. A Computer
Training Room has been set up in the Parliament Library Building to conduct regular
training programmes for members of Parliament, their staff and officers of
Parliament.
From the viewpoint of analysis, various measures that have been introduced serve
one or two or all of four goals – transparency, efficiency, economy and accessibility.
Since they have cross-cutting effects and cannot be categorized neatly on these four
goals, only the major impacts, highlighting where the most visible effects are felt in
our parliamentary functioning, are presented here.
ICT promoting Transparency and Accessibility
Parliament of India Home Page: The launch of the Parliament of India Home Page
on 15 March 1996 was a significant step in opening up parliamentary information for
the public. It has become an important source of information and reference tool
about the Constitution of India, history of Indian Parliament, its practice and
procedure, biographical profiles of the members of both the Houses, the socioeconomic background of members and the proceedings of the Constituent Assembly,
and other relevant information on the two Houses. Separate websites of the Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha are being maintained by the respective secretariats and are
linked onto the Parliament of India Home Page. The Lok Sabha website page
contains comprehensive information on the members of Parliament, the business of
the House, the text of questions and answers given in the House, the text and
synopsis of debates, bills – both government and private – introduced in the House,
the Papers Laid on the Table of the Lok Sabha, the Committees and their reports, and
various other related information.
There are separate television channels, namely the Rajya Sabha Television (RSTV)
for the Upper House and the Lok Sabha Television (LSTV) for the Lower House,
which are owned and operated by the respective Secretariats of the two Houses. The
programmes of the 24-hour channels are webcast live on their respective websites
with links on the websites of the two Houses.
Digitization of parliamentary documents: Since the Lok Sabha Website was
launched in 1996, the debates of Lok Sabha and the Reports of the Parliamentary
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Committees prior to 13th Lok Sabha (1998) were available in the Parliament Library
in the physical form only.
Realizing the archival as well as the reference value of all such parliamentary
documents, a step was taken to digitize and provide online access to such rich
repository to the parliamentarians, researchers, media, and other users. The
project of a Parliament Digital Library was initiated in July 2012. The following
collections have been digitized under the project and are available on a dedicated
portal which is yet to be launched into the public domain:
•
•
•

•

Lok Sabha Debates of 65 years from the 1st to the 16th Lok Sabha (1952-2018);
Parliamentary Committee Reports from the 1st to the 16th Lok Sabha (19522018), including the Presidential Addresses and the Budget Speeches;
Historical debates from 1858 to 1952 (94 years) which inter-alia includes the
debates of the Constituent Assembly, the Central Legislative Assembly and the
Provisional Parliament, thereby tracing the growth and development of
modern parliamentary institutions in India; and
Select Lok Sabha Secretariat publications and periodicals.

e-Payment Project: Till the end of the financial year 2016-17, all payments made by
the Lok Sabha Secretariat were made through the Cheque system. With the launch of
the e-Payment system, all transactions made by the Lok Sabha Secretariat are made
online. The e-Payment application has been integrated with the Public Finance
Management System (PFMS) which is designed to integrate all financial transactions
done by the government agencies.
The digitization project to make the parliamentary documents available on the
Parliament website is aimed at putting all parliamentary documents online so that all
stakeholders can access them freely. Other services that are available online for the
members and officials, including the electronic payment system, further our goal of
strengthening transparency.
ICT promoting Efficiency and Economy
In 2011, keeping pace with the continuous growth in the requirement of members
and the rapid development in the field of information technology, the Hon’ble
Speaker launched an initiative of “Striving towards e-Parliament and a paperless
secretariat” under the Chairmanship of the Secretary-General, Lok Sabha to convert
the offices of Lok Sabha Secretariat into a paperless office. Since then, various steps
have been taken and various projects are underway.
Members' Portal: As an initiative towards e-Parliament and paperless Secretariat, a
comprehensive e-portal for the benefit of members has been launched on 17 July
2016. The portal offers several online services including submission of notices for
various parliamentary devices in electronic form, online references, etc. Through the
e-portal, the members of Parliament can interact with the various Branches of the
Secretariat online. Every member has been given a login ID and password, using
which they can access the portal. Members can put questions as also give notices for
adjournment motion, calling attention motion, zero hour, petitions, etc., online and
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access the schedules, minutes of the committee meetings and the agenda papers of
the Committees and the advance copies of the Bills, their amendments and private
members Bills from the Portal. Members can also send bulk mails and SMS to other
members. It also provides facilities for the Government departments to upload
Parliamentary Answers and Government Reports.
e-Notice application: An important feature of the e-portal is the online submission of
Parliamentary Questions and other Notices through the e-Notice application.
Earlier, a member had to physically visit or send his/her representative to the
Parliament House Complex in the morning for placing different notices. Notices of
question are also given in writing to the Secretary-General under the relevant rule.
The authenticity of the notices are validated through a two-tier security system using
digital signature certificates provided to all members and one time password (OTP)
sent to their mobile phone.
e-Wisdom Project: The Lok Sabha Secretariat through its e-Wisdom project has
considerably reduced the use of paper in the Secretariat by computerization of
working of the 14 Branches, mainly those related to finance and personnel
management, and putting relevant information on the Lok Sabha Intranet.
e-Office System: An e-Office project has been initiated by the Lok Sabha Secretariat
to make an entirely paperless office. From the early part of this year, online file
management system has been adopted which enables the movement of all files
originating from the branches electronically. Besides, the e-Office Management
facilitates the online leave management system of all employees of the Secretariat
today.
Reduction in circulation of papers: In order to make the Parliament and the
Secretariat of the two Houses a paperless office, printing and circulation of paper
copies of the various parliamentary papers have either been done away with except
few copies for record or have been reduced by more than half their previous
numbers. These reduced printed copies include Business Advisory Committee
Reports, reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General and of the various
Commissions of Enquiry.
With the launch of the e-Portal, the members can now see the Parliamentary
Questions on the portal. This results in considerable reduction in the circulation of
the printed Question list. A significant reduction in the use of paper in the Secretariat
has been achieved by discontinuing the circulation of hard copies of internal
circulars, office forms and all employee-related papers, which are now available on
the Intranet.
The various measures and the projects undertaken to make the Secretariat a
paperless office is targeted at bringing about efficiency and economy as well as
making the functioning of the Secretariat smooth and hassle-free. The intranet
containing various types of organizational information has been developed for the
benefit of the employees of the Secretariat which also promotes transparency and
accessibility.
Conclusion
The new ICT tools have enabled the members of Parliaments to organize their work
and to carry out their functions more efficiently and effectively. As the functions and
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activities of the two Houses of our Parliament are assisted by their respective
Secretariats, we have adopted a slew of changes in order to meet our goals of
transforming into an e-Parliament. The various measures that have been introduced
are showing significant impacts in facilitating transparency and accessibility to
various stakeholders and contributing towards enhanced efficiency and economy in
our parliamentary functioning. Several projects are still ongoing as we make constant
efforts to close the gaps.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Ms SHRIVASTAVA and invited questions.
In response to a question from Mr Fahad Bin Mubarak AL-KHAYAREEN (Qatar),
Ms SHRIVASTAVA said the Indian Parliament was short of translators and was
now using more technology.
Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portgual) asked what had been done to get more
participation from citizens.
Ms SHRIVASTAVA said the Parliament used to get lots of requests for
information, for example from people studying for PhD’s. On Bills, when Parliament
invited submissions from the public, these were now received online, so it was very
easy to participate. Members of the public could also see their representative on TV.
Mr. Mohamed Alim MOHAMED (Sudan) thanked Ms SHRIVASTAVA for
India’s co-operation with the Sudanese Parliament; it was very helpful and he hoped
it would continue.
Mr Dhammika DASANAYAKE (Sri Lanka) said that he and his colleagues did
their very best to provide MPs with technology but despite all their efforts, MPs did
not choose to use them, even after the removal of all password controls. How could
Members be encouraged to make use of all of this useful information? He and his
colleagues had had more than enough of printing hard copies.
Ms SHRIVASTAVA said the Indian Parliament had changed the notice period to
make it longer on the online system, which had encouraged members to use the IT
solution instead.
Mr Antonio CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) asked whether any user
experience tool had been used to help build the Indian Parliament’s website. Brazil’s
Parliament had used such a tool in designing its website with lots of prototype testing
with civil society. He suggested the Sri Lankan Parliament could try testing with
users too to encourage use.
Ms SHRIVASTAVA said it was the timing of user engagement that was key. Key
changes had been introduced in India just before elections, so that people had no
choice but to use the website. She agreed that seeking more user input would be
worthwhile.
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Mr Philippe SCHWAB thanked all who had contributed. He noted that Mr BODNAR
was unfortunately unable to attend to give his planned presentation, and that the
session would therefore conclude.
Mr Pedro Bodnar’s (Ukraine) presentation:
It is a great honour for me to present the first results of the internal institutional
reform of the Ukrainian Parliament to such an honourable assembly. I want to share
with you the experience of creating and implementing innovative solutions that
transform legislative process and the entire Parliament into a modern technological
institution, open and accountable to its voters.
I would like to start with a brief insight into our national legislation.
As it’s known, according to the Constitution of Ukraine (Article ninety three (93)
"The right of legislative initiative in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine belongs to the
President of Ukraine, Members of Parliament of Ukraine and the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine".
According to the Law of Ukraine "On the Rules of Procedure of the Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine" (Article eighty nine (89) "The right of legislative initiative is executed
through submitting the draft laws and resolutions, draft versions of other acts of the
Verkhovna Rada, proposals for bills and amendments to the bills to the Verkhovna
Rada".
The draft law, a draft version of another act shall be submitted for registration
together with a draft resolution proposed to be adopted by the Verkhovna Rada
based on its discussion, a list of the bill’s authors, a nomination proposal of a
rapporteur at a plenary meeting and an explanatory memorandum.
The indicated documents are submitted for registration to the Secretariat of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine in writing together with their electronic file.
During the four years of functioning of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of the eighth
convocation (as of the beginning of March two thousand nineteen) thirteen thousand
one hundred and two bills have been registered. Two thousand six hundred seventy
nine of those bills have been adopted as a whole and four thousand nine hundred
eighty two bills have been rejected and withdrawn (slide number one demonstrates a
statistical table on registered bills). This phenomenon was defined as a "legislative
spam" by the Special European Parliament Needs Assessment Mission to the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine led by Pat Cox. This is one of the main present
challenges in organizing the effective functioning of the Parliament.
Other major challenges (how it is for today):
Paper format of bills (two million five hundred thousand pages of A four format only
in 2018 - this is at least ten tons of paper!);
The life cycle of bills and supporting documents begins only from the moment of
their registration; presentation of the stages of bills’ passage within the committees
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and their readiness for consideration by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine is
incomplete on the Parliament's website (slide number two demonstrates screenshot
of the main website page with the current bills section showing which supporting
documents are published);
Bills submitted for registration are pretty often drawn up without complying with the
requirements of Articles ninety and ninety one of the Rules of Procedure but are still
registered by the Verkhovna Rada’s Secretariat on the day of their submission;
Almost all types of documents submitted as a legislative initiative, prepared in the
process of drafting, consideration, revision, adoption of the relevant bill by the
Verkhovna Rada, as well as documents prepared by the Verkhovna Rada bodies,
governmental bodies, institutions and organizations upon request of the Verkhovna
Rada are compiled by the Verkhovna Rada’s Secretariat and by the main committee
using also traditional paper technologies.
Solutions to overcome challenges (how it will be tomorrow):
According to Recommendation number one of the Report and Roadmap on Internal
Reform and Capacity-Building for the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine prepared by the
European Parliamentary Mission led by Pat Cox "The concept of an “end-to-end”
legislative process should be adopted, based on greatly enhanced coordination
between the originators of legislative proposals in the Cabinet of Ministers, the
Presidential Administration and the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine" (slide number
three demonstrates cover page of the "Road Map on the Internal Reform").
What has been already achieved:
New Electronic bill system for full digital format of bills has been created. It is clear
that during the transition period the bill file transmitted to the archive will include
the original copies of the printed texts, the original documents with seals and
personal signatures;
The life cycle of bills and supporting documents will now begin from the moment of
their planning and drafting according to uniform formats and templates with
mandatory formal quality check for the compliance with the articles ninety, ninety
one of the Rules of Procedure, pre-moderation and only then registration (slide
number four demonstrates screenshot of the Electronic Bill System main page. That
is the Bill Card).
Presentation of the stages of the bills’ passage within the committees and their
readiness status (in the main committee) for consideration by the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine will be as complete as possible: corresponding sets of data will be published
on the Parliament's website automatically within the terms defined by the Rules of
Procedure, and additionally - in the open data format (slide number five
demonstrates a screenshot of the main page of the new bills section on the official
website);
All subjects with the right of legislative initiative that is the President of Ukraine,
members of Parliament of Ukraine and the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine will work
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in a single digital platform - the only unified portal solution, which allows you to
plan, draft all kinds of certain documents, monitor effectively their passage within
the committees as well as communicate with each other. This shall be a personal
cabinet of each subject of legislative initiative, a set of convenient templates, a
uniform format, a uniform document authentication method (that is electronic
digital signature), instant messages, tools for planning workshops and meetings,
tools for organizing teamwork over bill drafting, tracking documents’ versions, etc.
(slide number six demonstrates screenshot of the personal cabinet of the subjects of
legislative initiative main page).
The expected result: completely paperless technology of bills’ planning, drafting,
quality checking, registration, their consideration in committees and during plenary
meetings.
Gradual system intellectualization: using cognitive services (that is automatic
translation of bills into English), verification of bills’ terminology compliance with
the EU legislation terminology (with the help of Ukrainian version of the EU legal
terminology platform EuroVoc Thesaurus) (slides number seven and eight
demonstrate screenshot of the EuroVoc Thesaurus main page), automatic
publication of bills in open data formats in English.
Wider involvement of experts from the European Parliament, relevant EU
institutions and national parliaments of EU member-states for professional scrutiny
of registered bills translated into English and published in open data formats thus
improving the bills’ quality.
Today this system is being actively finalized, integrating with the systems of
electronic document management, electronic committee meeting, electronic
Conciliation board, electronic plenary meeting agenda, with the system of electronic
government bodies’ interaction, electronic MP’s addresses and requests and bills’
public debate portal.
We’ll start a full-scale work with a new Parliament of the ninth convocation!

6. Concluding remarks
Mr SCHWAB closed the session.
The sitting ended at 5.15pm.
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THIRD SITTING
Tuesday 9 April 2019 (morning)
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, was in the Chair
The sitting was opened at 10.09 am
1.

Introductory remarks

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, welcomed members back.

2.

Orders of the day

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, noted that there were no changes to the
Orders of the day.
The orders of the day were agreed to.

3.

Members

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, said that the secretariat had received requests
for membership which had been put before the Executive Committee and agreed to,
as follows:
For membership:
Ms Rakèta ZOROME

Secretary General of the National Assembly, Burkina
Faso

Dr Mesrak YETNEBERK

Secretary General of the House of Representatives,
Ethiopia

Mr Samora FERREIRA

Secretary General of the National Assembly,
Sao Tomé and Principe

Mr Ali JAMA

Secretary General of the Senate, Somalia

For associate membership:
Mr John AZUMAH

Secretary General of the ECOWAS Parliament

The new members were agreed to.
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4.

Payment of Subscriptions

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, explained that there was sometimes a large
difference between the amount of subscription requested and the payment received
by the ASGP, often because banking fees or foreign currency charges were not being
paid by the member.
He explained that as a consequence, the Executive Committee had decided that any
difference in these sums would be added on to the amount invoiced to that member
for the following year.

5.

Communication by Mr Givi MIKANADZE, Secretary
General, Parliament of Georgia: “Regional Co-operation:
Benefits and Perspectives”.

Mr SCHWAB invited the speaker to present his contribution.
Mr Givi MIKANADZE (Georgia) spoke as follows:
Mr President, honourable colleagues, dear ladies and gentlemen,
Cooperation and Networking always matters. It can be done bilaterally or
multilaterally; it can also exist on the regional and global levels. Today, we are
gathered in the framework of the ASGP and it is a unique platform for cooperation
and networking. Although, we are very busy with daily routine in our Parliaments, we
still find time and interest to cooperate and establish links. Then it comes to a
question, why are we so interested in cooperation and networking? I will list most
important ones from my perspective: It serves as a platform for information sharing;
connections; promotion; credibility; joint efforts and new opportunities. All these are
the positive aspects and provide strong arguments to establish and develop
cooperation.
Cooperation among countries on multilateral and bilateral levels is practiced almost
everywhere. This kind of cooperation can be found in every field. Established
practice shows, that it always depends on the parties, if this cooperation will have
relevant benefits. Having more committed and dedicated parties and finding
common values and interests, can make fulfilment of planned goals and objectives
more realistic.
In my presentation, I am going to share with you an example of a successful story
and its achievements, which have been the result of the regional cooperation among
the Heads of Administrations of the Parliaments of the countries representing
Eastern Partnership Region (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and
Ukraine).
At the end of September 2018, through the initiative of the Administration of the
Parliament of Georgia and with support and good will of participating countries’
Parliaments Secretaries General first time in the Eastern Partnership Countries’
history, a 2-days working meeting of the Secretaries General of six countries,
representing Eastern Partnership Region took place in Tbilisi, Georgia, at the
Parliament Palace. High interest of the working meeting was provided through
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opening of the meeting by the Chairman of the Georgian Parliament and
participation of all Secretaries General of the Parliamentary Administrations of the
Eastern Partnership Countries, as well as Ambassadors of these countries to Georgia.
German Bundestag Administration, represented by the Deputy Secretary General,
Professor Scholer, participated the meeting exclusively, to discuss German
Bundestag Administration’s possible involvement and contribution to the
development of the regional cooperation. The activity was supported by the German
International Cooperation Agency (GIZ).
Although the participating countries are representing one region, there are
differences and similarities among them, which makes this cooperation more
interesting from various perspectives. Particularly, three countries out of six
(Armenia, Georgia and Moldova) are having a Parliamentary Republic model, while
the other three (Azerbaijan, Belarus and Ukraine) are having Presidential Republic
model. All countries of the region are having one-chamber Parliament and only
Belarus is an exception, having lower and upper chambers. During the working
meeting at the Parliament of Georgia, parties have shared information about recent
achievements, ongoing and planned projects and reforms related to further
development of the Parliamentary administrations. Information sharing easily
defined possibility to assist Ukraine to develop the law on staff of the Parliament’s
Administration from Armenian experience. A special visit of Ukrainian counterparts
to Armenia was organized on this matter.
The ‘Tbilisi Memorandum’, signed by the parties, established Network of the
Secretaries General of the Eastern Partnership Countries. The Document is
encouraging parties to establish and deepen cooperation among Parliamentary
Administrations’ on all levels. Therefore, this Document provides basis for
networking not only on the level of management, rather than on all levels and fields
of work of the Parliamentary Administrations.
The action plan for the first half of 2019 has been agreed by the parties. It has been
decided to establish Winter and Summer Academies for the staffers from six
countries, as well as to conduct a workshop on public awareness strategies and
training of the MPs and the staff of the Parliamentary Administration. All three
activities were scheduled to take place in Georgia, Winter and Summer Academies in
Tbilisi and the Workshop in Batumi. Trainers and experts for all three activities will
be represented from the Bundestag administration or from the German experts
working with the Bundestag.
Parties have considered the topics for the Winter and Summer Academies and based
on common interest, agreed that Winter Academy topic will be ‘Research Activities
Methodology and Experiences’ and the Summer Academy topic – ‘Parliament’s
Oversight Function’.
Contact persons (coordinators) from each country has been defined, responsible for
regular communication and exchange of information within the framework of the
network. All coordinators were presented at Tbilisi Meeting, thus having possibility
to get acquainted personally with each other and exchange with contact details.
In November 2018 an International Conference “Strengthening Parliament’s
oversight function in EaP countries” took place in Kiev, Ukraine, organized with
support of the GIZ, German government and UKaid. Three SGs from Armenia,
Georgia and Ukraine took part in this activity and made panel speeches to highlight
activities of their administrations in support to the Parliaments oversight function
proper implementation. Staffers of the Parliaments’ Administrations and state audit
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offices of five countries of the EaP Region (except for Belarus) participated in the
conference.
In October 2018, during the ASGP meeting, the SGs of Armenia, Georgia and
Ukraine have agreed to organize the second working meeting of the Network of the
SGs of EaP countries in December and establish Eastern Partnership Parliaments
Research Network (EPPRN).
In the beginning of December 2018, the second working meeting of the Secretaries
General of the Eastern Partnership Countries took place in Yerevan, Armenia.
Yerevan Annex to Tbilisi Memorandum has been signed by the parties, establishing
EPPRN. It is quite similar to the ECPRD (European Centre of Parliamentary
Research and Documentation), however, it has number of additional advantages.
Particularly: (a) Faster exchange of information (average 1 week upon request); (b)
Easy to exchange and access the information (all countries translate legislation either
in English or Russian); (c) Belarus is neither a member of the European Union, nor
the Council of Europe, therefore, it cannot be a member of the ECPRD and has no
possibility to gain from this network. Participation in the EPPRN gives Belarus
possibility to receive information regarding the legislation of their interest from five
countries of the region; (d) Mobile Network - EPPRN provides with the possibility to
conduct comparative research activities on a regional level.
The main functions for the EPPRN have been defined as follows:
- To promote exchange of information, ideas, experience and good practice
among Parliamentary Administrations of the EaP Network
- To collect, exchange and disseminate studies produced by Parliamentary
service of the EaP Network Members
- To focus on activities related to the management of parliaments, the status of
MPs, legislation and research and studies of comparative nature
- To cooperate with ECPRD and other similar networks.
Special Correspondents representing Research Units of the Eastern Partnership
Countries Parliaments participated in the meeting, thus, establishing direct
communication for further activities.
Secretary General of the Moldovan Parliament has presented a draft Regulation for
the EPPRN, which has been considered and will be adopted at the third working
meeting of the Secretaries General of the Eastern Partnership Parliaments, scheduled
in May 2019 in Lviv, Ukraine.
As a result, in the term of December 2018-February 2019 (3 months) 6 such requests
were provided by different countries of the network and relevant information shared
by parties less than a week time period.
Additionally, the parties at Yerevan Meeting have elected Administration of the
Parliament of Georgia as a Chair of the Network for a one year term (until October 1,
2019). Accordingly, all activities within the framework of the Network are conducted
with coordination of the Georgian counterparts.
Establishing joint web-site regarding the activities of the Network was discussed and
agreed by the SGs at the 2nd Working Meeting. Based on the Georgian counterparts’
negotiations with the GIZ the web-site is under reconstruction and will be launched
from 1st September 2019. The web-site is developed in English and mostly aims at
providing information about the Network’s activities with international partners and
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counterparts. However, each party of the Network will be responsible to translate the
content in national language and make it accessible for the local society.
Winter Academy took place on 11-15 February 2019. Thirteen researchers from six
countries have participated in the activity. Training was conducted by the experts
from German Bundestag, who made acquainted participants with German
experience in research field and provided information on mostly used data bases and
resources during research activities.
We have started negotiations with the Polish Sejm and Senate, as well as Swedish
Riksdag on cooperation with the Network. These two countries were the initiators to
establish the Eastern Partnership. Both countries have positively reacted on this
initiative. Particularly, a working meeting of the Chancellors of Polish Sejm and
Senate with the Secretaries General of the Network is under negotiation, to take
place in July 2019 in Warsaw. A month prior, in June, it is expected to have a
working meeting of the SGs in Stockholm. Joint projects for further implementation,
supporting and strengthening the capacity of the Network, will be the main topic for
these meetings.
In January 2019, we have carried a visit to Strasbourg, meeting the management of
the Secretariat of the PACE and the ECPRD. One of topics discussed was related to
the joint seminar with participation of the leadership of the Eastern Partnership
Parliaments’ Administrations. It has been agreed that on 23 October 2019 a seminar
with participation of the EaP Network SGs and PACE SG will take place in
Strasbourg to discuss further joint activities.
Additionally, in February 2019, based on negotiations with the management of the
European Union Parliament Secretariat, organization of a working meeting of the
EaP Network SGs in Brussels has been agreed. This meeting will be dedicated to
discuss how the European Union Parliament can support and strengthen the EaP
Network.
It is obvious that in such a short term (September 2018 – March 2019 (6 months))
Eastern Partnership Network of the Secretaries General of the Parliaments have
provided with visible results and proved once again that motivation, dedication and
willingness of the parties made it possible to achieve the goals defined by the Tbilisi
Memorandum.
This regional cooperation among Eastern Partnership Countries was inspired by the
ASGP. However, question comes to my mind, are there additional possibilities for the
ASGP to promote regional cooperation and support establishing more regular
cooperation among neighbouring countries? To me the answer is clear, for sure yes.
Then why not to focus on additional activities to assist and develop regional
cooperation among its members, which can be active in between of the ASGP
meetings.
Additionally, the ASGP Leadership and the Executive Committee representatives
could participate in the meetings of these regional networks on behalf of the ASGP,
thus providing with the strong message that ASGP is highly interested and
supporting work of such networks. Last, but not least, the ASGP can dedicate at least
half a day at each meeting to highlight activities and achievements of the regional
cooperation.
Dear colleagues, regional cooperation can provide us only with benefits. And as have
I mentioned above, the results of such cooperation depends only on our will and
commitment;. And the ASGP, as an umbrella organization to all of us, can play a
crucial role in consolidation of all interested parties and in achieving these results.
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Thank you very much for providing me with the possibility to share our experience
from a regional cooperation approach, as well as to highlight and propose some areas
of possible future activities within the framework of the ASGP. I will be glad to
answer any questions and provide more detailed information.
Thank you for your attention!
Mr Antonio CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) noted the importance of
regional co-operation. In Brazil, regional assemblies were encouraged to network
and develop good practice. He was interested in translation – English-Russian and
Russian-English – a topic Brazil’s innovation hub was looking at – was it automatic
or done by professional interpreters? And was it provided for every part of
proceedings?
Mr MIKANADZE said he could only speak from the Georgian perspective about
translation. Georgia did not have digital tools; a special HR unit provided translating
services. Legislation was translated into English and Russian in order to spread best
practice. All acts and amendments were translated into both, and they could be
viewed on the Georgian Parliament’s website too.
Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portugal) said that co-operation, exchanging
information and networking were key. Portugal was engaged in co-operation with
other Portuguese-speaking countries, which had been operating in 9 countries since
1998, and arranged seminars. He offered to help if other nations would like to pursue
similar arrangements – as in his view, everybody benefitted from this sort of work.
Mr MIKANADZE said that Georgia was organising a conference in September with
Secretaries-General from the Black Sea region who were NATO members or
aspirants – although it was still under discussion Georgia would probably host this,
with the NATO PA Secretary General also attending.
Mr Kennedy Mugove CHOKUDA (Zimbabwe) explained his Parliament had
supported a similar platform with its neighbours Zambia and Botswana for the last 17
years which was very beneficial, as putting a name to a face made it so much easier to
seek out advice and information. It also included other officials not just Secretaries
General.
Mrs Pornpith PHETCHAREON (Thailand) said her Parliament had established a
similar regional arrangement. It worked with the Senate and provided information
on the website. She called on ASGP members to upload databases to websites so that
member Parliaments could all link to them and share information.
Mr MIKANADZE agreed and said that Members were welcome to link to the
Georgian web pages.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB agreed that it was very important for SGs to make sure that
their websites are up to date, and that it would be beneficial to make databases
available, although this was a matter for each individual Secretary-General. He
observed that lots of inter-Parliamentary co-operation was initially based on cooperation between governments that then led to inter-Parliamentary work. He
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wondered whether in this case, an intergovernmental co-operation existed, or
whether this had really been an interparliamentary initiative.
Mr MIKANADZE said that as the region received a lot of support from the EU there
were a lot of meetings between Governments and ministries – based on
communication and discussion – initiated mostly by EU. This was nothing like the
Parliamentary co-operation which had been initiated in the Parliaments. The
Georgian Parliament had strong partners such as the Bundestag and others. The
network had led to tangible results. He welcomed any interested party who would
invest in strengthening the network. The Georgian Parliament was liaising with
PACE and EU colleagues, and other nation states too.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Mr MIKANADZE for his
communication.

6.

Communication from Dr Georg KLEEMANN, Deputy
Secretary General of the German Bundesrat : “Advanced
Training and Exchange Programmes for Parliamentary
Staff”.

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited Dr Kleemann to present his
contribution.
Ladies and gentlemen,
Who could be more aware than regular participants at ASGP meetings, such as
yourselves, of how important it is to maintain international contacts and how
rewarding exchanges with colleagues from other parliaments can be? Parliamentary
diplomacy has increasingly become a crucial and indispensable component of
political dialogue between states. This is reflected in particular in the numerous
bilateral contacts between our parliaments, as well as in the increasing number of
international parliamentary conferences.
Today, however, I would like to focus on a rather different aspect of
interparliamentary cooperation: promoting international experience and
intercultural competence as key qualifications in parliamentary administrations. For
the Bundesrat, one important component of personnel development involves giving
as many of our staff as possible a chance to look beyond their own national context
and to gain at least an insight into other political and administrative contexts. Staff
exchange programmes have traditionally played a key role in this respect. The need
to ensure that parliamentary procedures remain operational does however naturally
limit the number and length of such programmes, especially for small
administrations.
Together with the German Bundestag, the Bundesrat runs regular five to ten-day
exchange programmes with our western and eastern neighbours in France and
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Poland, as well as maintaining a long-standing tradition of exchanges with the USA.
However, additional exchange schemes or more long-term regular programmes are
difficult to manage in view of our small staff.
As a response to that constraint, we came up with the idea of developing a Bundesrat
study programme and inviting colleagues from other parliaments to come to Berlin.
This idea also appeared timely as it had become apparent during visits of
parliamentary delegations from abroad that there was a growing interest in
Germany’s federal structure and in the Bundesrat’s role as a chamber representing
the federal states.
It is of course not an entirely new idea. Several very successful study programmes for
parliamentary staff do already exist, for example in Canada and Australia. Our
concept also incorporates experience that Bundesrat staff have gained while
participating in these programmes. However, rather than simply copying existing
programmes, we attempted to determine the tangible added-value the Bundesrat
could offer and also glean from this kind of programme. In addressing this issue, we
identified the following aspects:
Firstly: we concentrate on our core competence. Issues related to federalism and
regional participation in national or supranational legislative processes are of
particular importance to the Bundesrat as the body that represents the federal states
at the level of the Federation and thus as a federal body among the German
constitutional institutions. The German Bundesrat is unique among national
parliaments and will probably remain so, since its composition and decision-making
mechanisms are very strongly influenced by Germany’s historical development and
political culture. Nevertheless, countries discussing federalisation or even simply
decentralisation regularly express interest in this model, given the federal states’
strong profiles and their scope for co-determination in federal decision-making. Over
and above the issue of federalism, in cooperating with participants from across
Europe, we concentrate on how regions and second chambers participate in decisionmaking at the European level.
That highlights a second particularity - we reach out to our immediate counterparts,
the second chambers. Although there may be significant differences in second
chambers’ composition and competences, they often face similar challenges.
Discussions that compare the legal situation in each country, enabling all
participants to contribute experience from their own parliamentary background,
form an important component of our programme. I believe that understanding the
decision-making structures and backgrounds of other national parliaments is
particularly important to ensure successful cooperation, especially in the context of
the European Union.
The programme therefore pursues three goals:
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On the one hand, we aim to convey information about Germany’s political system, in
particular the Bundesrat’s role and how the German federal states participate in the
central state’s decision-making process. As well as focusing on parliamentary
practice and procedures in the Bundesrat, we also discuss other topics within the
context of second chambers, such as gender equality, staff representation, social
media activities and international relations.
On the other hand, we also seek to offer a platform for exchanges and to establish
and maintain contacts among colleagues. The programme is predominantly designed
to foster discussion between colleagues: our employees report on their day-to-day
working routines when addressing the various specialised issues, sparking a dialogue
with the other participants.
Thirdly, we therefore also regard the programme as being very beneficial for our own
employees. If you have ever tried to tell other people about your job, you will have
realised that many things you take for granted are not always so obvious for others.
These peer-to-peer discussions thus provide an opportunity to reflect on one’s own
activities and procedures, pick up on new suggestions and engage with different
cultural and political contexts.
Over the past two years, we have already welcomed guests from seventeen countries
and from almost every continent. Feedback on the programme from both our guests
and staff has been consistently positive. This has encouraged us to offer this oneweek English-language study programme for parliamentary staff on a regular basis. I
would be delighted to have an opportunity to welcome one of your staff members to
Berlin in future too.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Dr Kleemann for his remarks and
invited questions.
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said Dr Kleeman had referred to his
programme and its goals and noted that Australia has a similar programme. It had
been borrowed from the Canadian model and had also evolved over time. The
Australian Parliament always surveyed participants at the end of each course to keep
it relevant. It took participants from all over – they had to be English speaking as the
Parliament could not offer interpreters. It had been a great success. The most recent
group had 16 participants – larger than usual –but participants said it was good to
have a large group – they could always find at least one person they felt they had a lot
in common with. Local staff benefited hugely from these exchanges.
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) said his two deputy SGs from the Spanish Senate
had benefited from the second chamber programme run by the Bundesrat– both
DSGs reported back that discussions were excellent. He would like to open it to SGs
too, as he would love to come along.
M. Antonio CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) said his Parliament was
organising a similar programme for the first time. He asked whether others used the
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same fixed programme for clerks, SGs, and mid level directors? Did it appear in the
annual budget? Was it a programme or run as business as usual? Had it been piloted
first? What had their experience been in developing it at the start?
Mr Nelson AYEWOH (Nigeria) asked how his Parliament had been chosen to
participate in the programme – and whether Secretaries-General could also
participate.
Dr KLEEMAN explained it was for SGs to decide who would take part in the
programme. It was fine to have a range of participants. The aim was to try to fix a
programme which would have something for everyone, and once the particicpants
were known, it would be tailored to their requirements to some extent. The cost was
low – the Bundesrat paid for hotels while the participants paid for their flights, and
there was some cost in extra work for Bundesrat staff. The benefits to the Bundesrat
employees were very clear. Staff were very positive about the programme, which gave
them variety in their work and a chance to make contacts. He thought the
programme was especially helpful for those staff members at the Bundesrat who did
not have chance to take part in international conferences. The programme had begun
two years ago.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Dr KLEEMAN for his
communication, and members for their participation.

7. Elections
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President noted that there would be an election that
afternoon, after the presentation by Mr Xaso, and that there were three candidates
for the vacant post on the executive committee. He would invite them each to give a
two-minute presentation and introduce themselves. Only those members who were
up to date with their membership fees would have the right to vote. He urged
colleagues in arrears of payment to speak with the secretariat. He also noted that
there would be a working lunch with the IPU and that colleagues should approach
hub leaders to make arrangements.
***The Association took a short break between 11.05am and 11.30am.***

8. Communication by Mr Manuel Cavero, Secretary General of
the Senate, Spain: The Scope of Control On The
Government By The Senate Of Spain: Appearance By The
President In Plenary Meeting
Mr SCHWAB invited the Speaker to present his communication.
1. Specific case
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An unprecedented and unheard-of situation took place in the Spanish Senate
on 24 January 2019: a plenary meeting of the Senate was called, of an
extraordinary nature since no ordinary sessions are held in January, to which
the Spanish President was summoned to inform the Chamber about “the
demands made by the President of the Regional Government of Catalonia in
the document that was handed to the President during the bilateral meeting
held on 20 December 2018, as well as any agreements reached or concessions
made.” A debate with the Senators would take place after the intervention of
the President.
The summons was requested by the Senators of the Popular Parliamentary
Group, in the opposition.
The sitting was opened but the President did not appear. Neither did any
Minister. Furthermore, the Government offered no official explanation to the
Senate, except for the statements given by the Government Spokesperson in a
press conference held three days prior to the meeting regarding the reasons
why the President would not be attending the Plenary Meeting of the Senate.
2. Legal foundations
According to the legal services of the Senate, the duty for any member of
Government, including the President, to appear before the Plenary of the
Chamber, when so agreed by the Senate, to be the subject of scrutiny under
public and contradictory debate, is clear from the perspective of Spanish
Constitutional Law. This statement is based on the following arguments.
Article 66.2 of the Spanish Constitution assigns to Congress and the Senate a
controlling role of the action taken by the Government.
This general controlling role is specified through several instruments. In this
regard, Article 110.1 of the Constitution establishes that “the Chambers and
their Committees may request the presence of the members of Government.”
Given this explicit constitutional basis, both Congress and the Senate may
agree to being informed by members of the Government, either in a Plenary
sitting or any of the Committees thereof, and there is a constitutional duty of
the Government to appear at the corresponding parliamentary session.
Congress Standing Orders explicitly establish this type of hearing by the
Government (and, hence, by the President) before the Plenary. Senate
Standing Orders do not establish this; however, this has not been an obstacle
for members of the Government –the President or a Minister- to be the
subject of a hearing in a plenary sitting of the Senate on a limited but
significant number of occasions, thus exercising a power conferred to it
directly and explicitly by the Constitution.
Such precedents are valid for establishing the scope of control exerted by the
Senate on the Government in the form of hearings before the Plenary: they do
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not contradict any written rule and are in full compliance with the
Constitution.
In regard to the last precedent, the President who did not appear on 24
January 2019 had appeared before the Plenary of the Senate on 18 December
2018; that is, just over one month prior.
Although a clear basis exists in the Constitution, reforming Senate Standing
Orders would be convenient towards including a direct regulation of the
procedure to exert this form of Government control: who can request such a
hearing and which body should agree to it.
However, in any case, when called by the Chamber, the Government has the
constitutional duty to attend. There is no legal penalty for not complying with
such duty, though there is clear room for political and institutional reproach.
3. The political issue
What lies behind this situation, the result of which harms the Senate as an
institution, is a political struggle: the majority parliamentary group in the
Senate (which is the Popular Parliamentary Group in the Senate, comprising a
number of Senators which exceeds the absolute majority of the Chamber) is in
the opposition to the Socialist government formed after a vote of no
confidence by Congress in June 2018.
Initiatives from the abovementioned Group to get the President to be heard
before the Plenary of the Senate have been in place since the summer of 2018.
Negotiations were not without tension between the persons involved, and the
outcome took place in the aforementioned meeting of 18 December 2018,
when the President attended to inform the Plenary of the Senate and, as a
result, to be subject of a debate which entailed parliamentary scrutiny of the
Government by the different political groups represented in the Senate.
Formally, the appearance (which took place in a single session with a joint
debate) addressed two issues:
− Informing on the general lines of activity of the Government, at the
request of the Government itself.
− Informing on the migration crisis suffered by Spain, at the request of the
Popular Parliamentary Group.
According to statements made in informal conversations, an agreement had
been reached between the Popular Parliamentary Group in the Senate and the
Government whereby the President may appear before the Plenary a
maximum of once every semester. The hearing on 18 December was the first
result of such agreement.
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This notwithstanding, before a month had gone by since this hearing, the
Popular Parliamentary Group in the Senate requested a new one by the
President before the Plenary of the Senate to inform, as mentioned at the
start, on “the demands made by the President of the Regional Government of
Catalonia in the document that was handed to the President during the
bilateral meeting held on 20 December 2018, as well as any agreements
reached or concessions made.” With the Assembly called, no appearance was
made.
4. Possible solutions
The issue that arises is to what extent may an absolute majority of Senators,
without time or other restrictions, force the hearing of the President every
time they consider it opportune or necessary.
Spanish Law indeed establishes the possibility for the President to appear:
this is not called into question. The issue here is whether balanced guarantees
should be set for the two political sides affected by this issue: the Senate and
the President.
It would probably be enough to reach a political agreement which, respected
by both sides and repeated over time, may crystallise into a parliamentary
practice. Such seemed to be the agreement reached in December 2018. This
would probably be the best solution.
The alternative to a pure political agreement based on fair play would be to
foster a regulation, through the reform of Senate Standing Orders, that not
only establishes such type of hearing, as stated in Section 2, but that also
establishes its periodicity and the circumstances under which such periodicity
may be modified.
5. Conclusion
In any case, while the different dimensions of this issue are not addressed, the
de facto situation of 24 January 2019 is doubly negative:
− For the Senate, by calling a session not attended by the Government,
which damages its image as parliamentary chamber.
− For the Government, by disregarding a constitutional duty and
misrepresenting the balance of power of the Spanish constitutional
system.
Furthermore, a repeating of this issue after the general elections set for 28
April 2019 cannot be discarded.
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU (Turkey) said his country had now switched to
the Presidential system. In the past, when it had a PM, the required appearances
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were written into the constitution. Turkey now had twice-yearly appearances before
plenary of the President. Ministers attended during budget debates. They did not
attend Committees unless a relevant law is being discussed. It was important in his
view to have things clear in writing.
Ms Claressa SURTEES (Australia) explained that in Australia there was no
provision in Standing Orders or practice for the PM being compelled to appear
before plenary or a Committee. Nothing would prevent him doing so, however. As
this was a Westminster style parliament, the PM faced regular question times in
Parliament – his answers were of course up to him. There was no method of making
the PM appear to discuss a particular piece of policy. Mr Cavero’s presentation had
shown that practice and precedent were as important as written rules. Without that,
systems would break down. Good will and sincerity were required from individuals.
It was in urgent situations that precedents and practice started to fray.
Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portugal) said that the presentation had led him to
think about political sanctions. In 2007 Portugal had changed its rules. Every two
weeks, the PM now came to the unicameral Parliament, and held a two hour debate,
with themes chosen by different parties on rotation. In practice the main theme was
not strictly respected – Members tended to debate a range of areas. When a
Portuguese Minister or PM refused to go to Parliament the penalty was political they could not be suspended from office – the question was how could a Speaker or
SG help solve the situation before it happened? Liaison was needed with Government
before the fact.
Mr Nelson AYEWOH (Nigeria) observed that politicians were the same
everywhere; they caused the problems and then expected staff to resolve them. If the
constitution required a PM to do a certain thing then it should also provide sanctions
if the requirements were not respected. In a case like this one, politicians should be
advised to go back to the constitutions – or to the law courts if the constitution did
not have the answers.
Mr Antonio CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that Brazil’s
constitution had designed as a Parliamentary system but ended up as a presidential
one. The constitution allowed for a President or Ministers to be required to appear
before Parliament and also before Committees. If they did not comply this was a
“responsibility crime.” Recently a Committee had summoned the Justice Minister.
He himself had previously worked in the institutional relations secretariat on the
Government side, where he and his colleagues did their best to change these
summons into request. Requests allowed negotiations for dates, or substitution,
while a summons was not transferable! Congress was also able to demand written
information and the Government had 30 days to answer. If it did not, then this would
also constitute a “responsibility crime.”
Mr Dhammika DASAYANAKE (Sri Lanka) said Sri Lanka’s constitution was very
specific on this area. The President was responsible but not answerable to
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Parliament. So Parliament could not summon him. However, ministries could be
scrutinised by Committees of Parliament, and reports issued. Staff were obliged to
provide information to Committees. The Constitution provided that the President
should attend Parliament at least once every 3 months. He had an assigned a seat
next to the PM, and might address the chamber but might not vote.
Mr Firas ADWAN (JORDAN) explained that Jordan had a Senate and a House of
Representatives – everybody could be asked in front of both. Parliament had a right
to call a functionary. If they did not attend then this would be a confidence issue. The
Senate was appointed by King. If a member did not attend plenary then there would
be no constitutional punishment. But in the senate it can be a problem.
Mr CAVERO – thanked all for the thoughts and experiences they had shared. It
would prove very helpful to tackle Spain’s problem, which he judged likely to recur.
What he would take from the discussion was that it was indeed good to have clear
standing orders, but even better to have an agreed practice as Claressa had said –
this would help maintain confidence in scrutiny and help everyone to feel involved.
There might be a duty for a PM or President to appear before a plenary, but the
majority should not abuse its power; there was a need for balance. The colleague
from Nigeria had suggested going to the courts. Spain did have a constitutional court
which might be called on; it was not easy to get a matter before the constitutional
court; but maybe the Senate could challenge the Government to come to the
Constitutional Court. However, the court’s ruling might well be that the Government
and Senate ought to come to an agreement themselves. Spain did not have the
possibility mentioned by Mr Carvalho e Neto of taking the matter to a criminal court.
He had liked the idea of shifting from a call to an invitation also mentioned by Mr
Carvalho e Neto, which was very subtle. However, as the colleague from Nigeria had
noted – Spain’s politicians might not accept this. He felt sure he would take a lot of
useful pointers from the contributions at the session, and thanked all those who had
participated.
Mr SCHWAB thanked Mr CAVERO for his speech and members for their
participation.

9. Closing remarks
Mr SCHWAB closed the session.
The session ended at 12.00 noon.
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FOURTH SITTING
Tuesday 9 April 2019 (afternoon)
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, was in the Chair
The sitting was opened at 2.35 pm
1.

Introductory remarks

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, welcomed everyone back.

2.

Administrative Announcement

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, announced in respect of the elections
scheduled for the afternoon that the candidacy of Mr Dhammika DASANAYAKE,
from Sri Lanka, had been withdrawn.

3.

General debate: Measuring Parliamentary Activity

Mrs Jane LUBOWE KIBIRIGE (Uganda) introduced the general debate. She noted
that the debate was to have been introduced by Mr Christophe Pallez, of France, who
had been unable to attend the session. He had explained that the general debate
sought to determine the criteria by which the activity of a Parliamentarian might be
evaluated.
She said that in Uganda there was no system of any evaluation of MPs’ performance
– it was civil society and media who did this at the end of an MP’s term – and their
assessments were based on a member’s contributions. They tended to exclude
Committee work and constituency activities – the latter being a lot of what MPs did.
In her view, she and her colleagues would evaluate Parliament as a whole, not the
individual members. The press, meanwhile, only really looked at how many times a
Member had appeared in Hansard, not what they had said. Little work had been
done to measure Parliamentarians’ activity. Turning to the question of measuring
Parliamentary activities – the core mandate of legislation, appropriation etc –
observers might want to look at how many Bills have been passed but did not
consider how much time had been spent on them, or what scrutiny had been carried
out, or the impact of reports. Government might not always take up resolutions made
by Parliament. It was expected that the PM would present a Treasury memorandum
showing what actions it had taken in response to resolutions of the House. But this
usually took a long time – and the Speaker frequently had to remind him. That would
be another way to measure performance.
Mr CARVALHO – Thanks.
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Mr Chairman, Fellow Secretaries-General and Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a great honour for me to present the Governance and Management Model for
Parliaments.
Origins
The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies proposed this Model as a counterpart to a general
model used by the Federal Court of Accounts to evaluate all public bodies based on
international governance standards. Parliaments have a different nature from the
bodies that implement public policies and provide services directly to citizens. Such
model is intended to adapt and propose a new way to describe the reality of the
legislative houses. It was presented and discussed with managers from the Federal
Senate and from 12 Brazilian State Legislatures that validated the model as a
representation of a typical legislative house from the business process point of view.
Main elements
The Model is made up of three levels: Political-Legislative Governance,
Administrative Governance, and the Management of Parliaments, as shown in the
chart below.
Political-Legislative Governance
The highest level of governance in a parliament is the Political-Legislative
Governance, resulting from the defense of divergent ideas, typical of parliamentary
role. A Parliament exists precisely to contemplate the various points of view, seeking
to build agreements on themes often controversial.
Political-legislative Governance is established by the relationship between MPs and
citizens. The diversity of parties and political views of MPs is a result of different
opinion from their constituents. Throughout the legislature term, citizens evaluate
the decisions taken by MPs.
This form of governance is typical of parliaments, and is not ruled by the same
management logic. For instance, it may not make any sense to establish goals for the
number of legislative propositions to be discussed in a legislative session because
Parliaments as symbolic institutions are not oriented to quantitative performance
indicators. One of the main outcomes of legislatures is the free debate among
representatives of the various public opinion segments.
Due to the unpredictable political dynamics, the administrative level decisions are
taken in another governance level called Administrative Governance, explained
below.
Administrative Governance
The Administrative Governance represents the transition between the political and
administrative levels. It includes the mechanisms by which a Parliament´s Bureau
evaluates, directs and monitors the Parliament Management, and delegates its
execution to the staff.
Management
The Management of the business processes, represented in green, is performed by
civil servants and covers the work processes that guarantee the functioning of the
parliament and the provision of services to MPs and the society. The business
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processes are grouped into three macro processes: organizational support (i.e, IT
management, HR, procurement, etc.), interaction with society (i.e, social
communication, transparency and citizenship development) and support for
parliamentary role.
Main uses
The model represents the functioning of a typical parliament is a reference that can
be and should be adapted to the reality of each legislative house. It recognizes the
parliament as a symbolic institution and that its main products are largely intangible:
democracy, representation and oversight of the Government. It is up to the citizens
to evaluate the parliamentary performance. However, it is feasible to measure and
evaluate the business processes that support MPs activity with traditional
management methodologies and tools.
The Governance and Management Model enables the self-assessment of parliament
management, benchmarks between legislatures and the accountability of its activities
and results. Besides that, the Model uses a common business language for
parliaments and can be unfolded in order to identify good practices in each business
process.
Conclusion
We submit this proposed Model as an alternative for beginning of the discussions
about Parliament Evaluation.
Thank you for your attention!
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Chart 1 Governance and Management Model for Parliaments adapted by the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies

Mr Sergey MARTYNOV (Russian Federation) spoke as follows:
Ladies and gentlemen!
1. Over the 25 years of its activity, the Federation Council approved more than eight
thousand laws 9. However, of course, numbers only cannot be the main criterion for
assessing the quality of parliamentarians’ work.
A key indicator of the parliamentary activity’s effectiveness is the improvement of the
quality of life of citizens, the solution of urgent problems in the economy and the
social sphere. For people, consequences of the laws implementation are important.
And they evaluate the activities of parliamentarians, primarily, during the elections.
Assessment of the activities of legislators is measured in the course of sociological
research 10.
9

From 1994 to October 2018, the Chamber approved 8,187 RF laws on the amendment of
the RF Constitution, federal constitutional and other federal laws. As of October 24, 2018,
according to the Legal Department of the Office of the Federation Council.
10
The Russian Public Opinion Research Center (VCIOM) conducts ongoing research on
public assessments of the activities of state and public institutions, forming the so-called
approval ratings. One of the latest surveys was conducted in December 2018 on a
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2. The main assessment of the work of the Federation Council members is given by
voters in the regions 11. The effectiveness of the senator’s activity largely depends on
how vigorously he defends and “promotes” the interests of his region at the federal
level.
There are wide opportunities for this. During the parliamentary session, members of
the Chamber work in the capital and in the regions of the Federation 12. Also, within
the framework of the so-called regional weeks, which are provided for in the work
schedule on the monthly basis 13. During this period, members of the Chamber visit
the constituent entities of the Russian Federation that they represent. Senators
report on the results of their activities, receive citizens, assist in solving actual and
topical issues.
For members of the Federation Council, the Executive Office prepares accurate and
complete materials reflecting the results of the chamber’s work over the relevant
period 14. They contain not only quantitative indicators 15, but also information about
changes in the legislation and about the most important draft-laws.
3. For a realistic and adequate assessment of the parliamentarians’ activities, citizens
need reliable information. Therefore, in modern conditions, openness and
“transparency” of parliamentary activity are of particular importance.
The Federation Council carries out serious work in this direction. For example, the
first in Russia parliamentary television channel, “Together-RF”, was created. The
representative all-Russian sample of urban and rural population of 1,600 people aged 18 and
older. The sample is based on the full list of telephone numbers operated in the territory of
Russia.
A survey measuring the institutional trust of citizens to the authorities is periodically
conducted by the Yuri Levada Analytical Center (Levada-Center). One of the latest
surveys was conducted in September 2018 on a representative all-Russian sample of urban
and rural population of 1б600 people aged 18 and older in 136 settlements, in 52 regions of
the Russian Federation.
11
The procedure for the formation of the Federation Council ensures the wide use of voters’
will expression mechanisms. The empowerment of a Federation Council member is carried
out by a respective state authority of the constituent entity of the Russian Federation on the
basis of the will expressed by the voters of this constituent entity of the Russian Federation.
12
Art. 41 of the Regulations of the Federation Council.
13
In particular, the schedule of meetings of the Federation Council for the spring session of
2018 (approved at the meeting of the Federation Council on December 20, 2018) provides for
7 monthly periods of chamber members’ work in the regions (regional weeks): January 9-11,
February 18-22, March 18-22, April 15-19, May 6-9, June 3-7, July 1-5.
14
For example, information and analytical materials on the activities of the Federation
Council in the period from September 10 to October 16, 2018.
15
Number of meetings held by the Federation Council, meetings of the Chamber committees,
approved federal laws, draft-laws introduced by members of the Federation Council, events
held, etc.
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Chamber website has been updated. It has become modern and interactive. Now a
large number of information and documents are presented on the site, including
those in English. All sessions of the Chamber are broadcast on-line in the Internet.
4. Evaluation of senators’ performance is based not only on the intensity of
lawmaking. It also covers the work with citizens' appeals, compliance with ethical
standards and anti-corruption legislation, the work of parliamentarians at meetings
of committees and sessions of the Chamber.
Thus, for example, the Chair of the Federation Council exercises control of the
parliamentary discipline observance by members of the Chamber and is authorized
to send respective information to the region represented by the senator 16.
There operates a Federation Council Commission for monitoring the accuracy of
information on income, property and property obligations provided by members of
the Chamber 17. Information on the work of this Commission, as well as information
on the income and property of senators is available on the website of the Federation
Council.
Thank you for attention.
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU (Turkey) noted that Parliamentary performance
was very important, but it was abstract and intangible. He had previously worked in
HR – looking at performance of Civil Servants and this too was a tricky topic.
Measuring the activity of Parliamentarians was intangible. He and his colleagues
attached importance to how they might improve the performance of
Parliamentarians, and this, not measurement, was their main duty. He and his
colleagues helped MPs improve their use of technology, and provided training as far
as possible. In Turkey it was citizens who evaluated MPs – and they were really the
only ones who could do this. He wondered if the same was true in other Parliaments.
A Member’s party, too, made an assessment of their performance. Very successful
politicians would rise through the ranks of their party, perhaps becoming a
Committee chair or getting other opportunities. Speech quality was very important.
In Turkey, 80 million citizens could watch MPs speak on live television. MPs could
put down questions – but it was quality, as well as quantity, that mattered. Turkey
16

The Chair of the Federation Council has the right to send information about the attendance
by the member of the Federation Council of the Federation Council meetings to the state
authority of the constituent entity of the Russian Federation that had taken a decision on
empowering a member of the Federation Council (From the Regulations of the Federation
Council, Article 4 of the Resolution of the Federation Council No. 33-SF of January 30,
2002.)
17
It was formed by Resolution of the Federation Council No. 63-SF of March 28, 2012 “On
the implementation of certain provisions of the Federal Law “On the status of a member of
the Federation Council and the status of a deputy of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly
of the Russian Federation” and the Regulations of the Federation Council of the Federal
Assembly of the Russian Federation”.
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had transitioned from a Parliamentary to a Presidential system. MPs had the chance
to introduce Bills. They had to be persuasive to promote them. The Presidential
system in his view gave MPs more chance to raise their profiles. Their work with Civil
Society Organisations also raised their profile.
Mr MIKANADZE (Georgia) noted that he had presented at an earlier session
information on Georgia’s participation in the Open Parliament initiative. This had
led to more opportunities for the public to get involved. In his view Parliaments
should be as open as possible – and should think about covering all the bases.
Georgia now used live sign language interpretation. Digital tools made it easier to
inform society about Parliament.
Mr CAVALLERO (Spain) noted that Spain’s two houses had been dissolved a
month earlier and elections would ensue. Some of the former Parliamentarians were
not standing again. Some had been very active in the last Parliament and had put
forward excellent proposals – but clearly the political parties did not have the same
idea of what made an effective Parliamentarian, as those observers who had an
internal perspective. Candidates are elected by party, using lists, so the information
about how much work they had done was not as relevant to their chances of reelection as their standing within their parties.
Mr Nelson AYEWOH (Nigeria) observed that all politics is local. Officials’
evaluation of the work of parliamentarians might well not be that of their
constituents. As an MP in Parliament one might perform in front of the whole nation
but one had to satisfy one’s constituents. So of course MPs tried to please them.
Constituents would judge Nigerian politicians on how many projects they managed
to attract to their community. There was also the question of relations with party.
Many good MPs were not re-nominated by their parties at the end of their term even
though he and his colleagues rated them very highly. Their role was only to advise.
Mr ARAÚJO (Portugal) noted that all Parliaments were interested in giving
information to all citizens and in Portugal officials collected statistics on bills signed,
petitions, number of questions tabled and so on. A member might table 300
questions to Government but they might be all the same and have little scrutiny
value. Websites measuring activity might have negative consequences, according to
the debate topic – but Parliamentary Monitoring Organisations existed all over the
world and tried to get information from Parliaments and to display the information
in a way citizens found easy to use. It was important that this kind of organisation –
such as universities carrying out studies – could do their work. Officials shouldn’t see
this in a negative light. Measuring officials’ own work from the HR perspective was
important too, and this was also difficult because it was linked to political
requirement. For example if there was a recess or elections, officials might not be
able to achieve their agreed job objectives.
Mr Jeremiah M NYEGENYE (Kenya) Said that he did not wish to sound cynical
but he didn’t think there was much of a link between Parliamentary performance and
an MPs’ chance of re-election. By decoupling the two, it would be possible to find
better ways of measuring both. Everyone knew what good football was – but it was
not the nations that played the best football that won the World Cup! Similarly
officials might know about good scrutiny, or even meeting constituents’
requirements, but should not try to claim they always made members more electable.
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Mr Brian CESAR (Trinidad & Tobago) said that in Trinidad & Tobago, there was a
Parliamentary plan for 2013-2018 – with five strategic objectives. One was that the
Parliament would revise its standing orders, and end up with more committees.
Committees considered issues, made findings and recommendations. They would
then write to Ministers who had 60 days to respond point-by-point – giving some
kind of commitment. The team supporting the committee then had to follow up on
these commitments – tracking time frames and so on. Then at the end of the session,
committees would make a sessional report tracking how much progress had been
made.
Mr Michael MUKUKA (Zambia)– Said that members had constituency offices.
Constituents knew when Members were supposed to be there. It also had Parliament
Live TV which had certainly stimulated the MPs to participate more in debates, as
their constituents were watching. At election time, usually 25 per cent of members
retained their place ; this was how they were evaluated in the end.
Mr CARVALHO DE SILVA NETO (Brazil) said in Brazil’s Parliament they did
not seek to measure political activity. Those of us who worked in Parliaments
provided the structure of the stadium where the game of football was played – but
the result of the game, and who had won was a matter of opinion. The stadium
should give both teams the same chance to play the game. Whether, for example, the
spectators had the chance to watch the game in person or online – those things could
be subject to evaluation – not the game itself.
Mr Kenndy CHOKUDA (ZIMBABWE) – said this took him back to some of the
debates he and colleagues had had when writing their strategic plan the previous
year. It really depended on who was doing the evaluating. The IPU had produced a
report on Zimbabwe which showed a dichotomy between the expectations of
parliamentarians, and the public and civil society. As Mr Nyegenye had said it was
constituency performance that counted, not what happened in the House. He and his
colleagues hadn’t even had much luck in getting MPs to agree on the indicators that
should be measured. Officials had wanted to reform the way Parliamentarians
participated in the budget process. At present there was very little debate on the
budget itself, because of all the pre- and post-debate engagement Parliamentarians
now did. This meant the Zimbabwean public now said “Parliament isn’t very active in
scrutinising the budget.”
Mrs KIBIRIGE, summing up, said that, from the contributions received, it was clear
officials could not set indicators to measure Parliamentarians’ performance; it was
ultimately the constituents who did that. Each locality was unique so it would not be
helpful to have universal rules. Parliamentary activity should be measured by
whether it accorded to the right standards: financial probity; compliance with the law
and a Parliament’s own rules of procedure; efficiency and reliability in planning;
effectiveness in making a difference; relevance in connecting to the issues of the day;
sustainability for the future in terms of politics and resource. But as for individual
MPs – their performance was for the citizen to evaluate and decide upon.
Mr SCHWAB thanked Mrs LUBOWA KIBIRIGE for moderating the debate, and
members for their active participation.
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3. Communication by Mr Masibulele Xaso, Secretary to the
National Assembly, South Africa: Post-1994 Institutional
Reviews and Reforms to Enhance the Efficiency of the South
African Parliament
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited the speaker to present his
contribution.
INTRODUCTION
This paper examines some studies and measures taken to advance Parliament and
improve its efficacy in the performance of its constitutional mandate. South Africa
held its first democratic elections in April 1994, twenty-four years ago. This election
ushered in a new constitutional order and the creation of a multi-party,
representative bicameral Parliament. Since then, there have been five general
elections and the sixth will be held next year.
The South African Parliament has continually strived to fulfil its constitutional
mandate and respond to the people’s needs. Bearing in mind that our Parliament is
still, however, comparatively young and still growing, the institution recognised that,
in addition to drawing wisdom and insights from international experiences, it was
necessary to introspect so that it could fully understand and refine its societal impact.
To this end, the Parliament of South Africa has piloted a number of studies, some
internally driven, while others were carried out by external experts, which focused,
inter alia, on oversight, public participation, the impact of constitutional institutions
supporting democracy, law-making mechanisms and associated practices, and the
impact of legislation on different sectors of society.
THE CONSTITUTION AND PARLIAMENT
The Final Constitution, adopted and signed into law by President Mandela in 1996,
declared that –
South Africa is one, sovereign, democratic state founded on the following
values: Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of
human rights and freedoms; non-racialism and non-sexism; the supremacy
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of the Constitution and universal adult suffrage, regular elections and a
multi-party system of government 18.
To give effect to its values and principles, and advance and safeguard human
liberties, the Constitution established a range of institutions, including both national
and provincial legislatures.
At the national level, the Constitution created a bi-cameral Parliament, comprised of
the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces, each with specific
functions and responsibilities. The National Assembly is elected through a
proportional representation electoral system from a national voter’s role. It has 400
members, with thirteen political parties currently represented. The task of the
Assembly, as a collective, is to –
…ensure government by the people under the Constitution. It does this by
choosing the President, by providing a national forum for public
consideration of issues, by passing legislation and by scrutinising and
overseeing executive action. 19
The National Council of Provinces has 90 Members, 9 delegates from each provincial
Parliament, and is mandated to –
… represent the provinces to ensure that provincial interests are taken into
account in the national sphere of government. It does this mainly by
participating in the national legislative process and by providing a national
forum for the public consideration of issues affecting the provinces. 20
Derived from the Constitution, the Rules of Parliament detail the way in which the
two Houses conduct their business and set out the procedures and parameters of
debate, party and public participation and decision-making. The rules also provide
for the parliamentary committees and other political structures.
PARLIAMENTARY OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY
During the first years of democracy, the South African Parliament was occupied with
drafting the Constitution and creating the legal architecture necessary to support it.
Between 1994 and 1999, the First Parliament passed, on average, 90 Bills every year.

18

Constitution of South Africa, 1996, Chapter 1, Section 1.
Constitution of South Africa, 1996, Chapter 4, Section 42(3).
20
Constitution of South Africa, 1996, Chapter 4, Section 42(4).
19
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As the legal system was transformed, however, Parliament shifted its focus to its
other functions including oversight over the Executive.
To enable this shift, the Second Parliament, convened in 1999, engaged the services
of a consultant to: (1) identify areas in which Parliament is required to exercise
oversight; (2) assess existing parliamentary mechanisms and procedures to hold the
Executive accountable; and (3) make recommendations to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of parliamentary oversight.
The study took into account the fact that the Constitution gives Parliament specific
oversight responsibilities over the Executive. In terms of section 42(3), the National
Assembly must scrutinise and oversee Executive action. Furthermore, section 55(2)
provides that the National Assembly has the obligation to provide for mechanisms to
ensure that executive organs of state in the national sphere of government are
accountable to it, and to maintain oversight over the exercise of national executive
authority in respect of any organ of state. By the time that the Second Parliament had
been established, Parliament had not yet put in place sufficient mechanisms and
procedures to fulfil its oversight functions and to hold state departments and organs
of state accountable, in line with constitutional provisions. Following the submission
of the consultant’s report in July 1999, Parliament appointed a joint ad hoc
committee to engage with the report. The ad hoc committee held a series of meetings
and interviewed key parliamentary role-players before submitting its final report to
the Joint Rules Committee on 3 September 2002. The Joint Rules Committee
subsequently approved the recommendations of the joint ad hoc committee and took
a decision that an implementation plan be considered in respect of the
recommendations contained in the ad hoc committee’s report.
Based on the findings of this study and the subsequent analysis done by Parliament,
an Oversight and Accountability Model was developed. Among other things, the
Model highlighted the need to further empower Parliament to ensure the
Government remained responsive and accountable, and proposed a number of
reforms to achieve this. The Model also pointed to a need for capacity-building and
skills development programmes for Members and staff. Moreover, the Model
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recognised that more needed to be done to facilitate public participation in
parliamentary processes and proposed that a separate study be carried out on this
subject.
Soon after the Assembly and Council adopted the Model on 17 February 2009 and 19
March 2009, respectively, Parliament set about giving effect to its recommendations.
It allocated additional resources to the committees and employed specialised content
advisors for each portfolio. In addition, Parliament put in place systems to monitor
Government assurances and compliance with the resolutions of the respective
Houses. These systems are now being refined.
Based on the need to capacitate members, Parliament, working at times with the
provincial legislatures and in partnership with institutions of higher learning,
developed accredited training programmes and published a variety of induction
materials and procedural manuals. 21 Notwithstanding such capacity building efforts,
further support for members remains an imperative and there is currently a
proposal, contained in draft legislation, to establish a Parliamentary Institute for the
purposes of, inter alia, training legislators at both national and provincial levels.
Notably, the draft legislation also calls for closer co-operation across the legislative
sector in general, and proposes to formalise relations between the ten legislative
institutions. At present, the different legislatures share experiences and co-ordinate
joint activities through various structures including the Speakers’ Forum established
in 2010 and the Table Staff Forum through which procedural staff share their
experiences.
Another initiative, which emanated from the Oversight Model, was the enactment of
legislation, called the Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related Matters Act,
which empowered Parliament to scrutinise and amend Government budgets.
Significantly, this Act determined that amendments to budget bills should not be
done in an ad hoc fashion, but should instead be informed by Parliament’s oversight
21

This includes the National Assembly Guide to Procedure, 2004.
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endeavours. Owing to the necessity for technical expertise and advice relating to
budget policy and financial management, the Act also made provision for a
Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO), which has since been established. The PBO has
been steadily expanding its services and footprint on the African continent and
internationally.
INDEPENDENT PANEL ASSESSMENT OF PARLIAMENT
During the Third Parliament (2004 – 2009), the Speaker and Chairperson of the
Council commissioned a Panel of experts and former parliamentarians to assess
Parliament’s performance since the inception of democracy in 1994. The Panel,
chaired by a former parliamentarian and committee chairperson, drafted its own
terms of reference, which were To inquire into, report and make recommendations regarding the extent to
which Parliament is evolving to meet the expectations outlined in the
Constitution and to assess the experience and role of Parliament in
promoting and entrenching democracy 22.
The assessment of Parliament by an independent Panel was initially conceived as
part of Parliament’s engagement with South Africa’s African Peer Review Mechanism
(APRM) process. The APRM questionnaire on democracy and good political
governance contained a section, which required an assessment of Parliament. While
the South African Parliament considered it appropriate that such an assessment be
done by an independent Panel, due to time constraints, this assessment was not
possible for the purpose of Parliament’s APRM process. The assessment was
subsequently initiated with the appointment of the independent Panel in December
2006.
In the course of its labours, the Panel consulted serving members, the public and the
parliamentary administration. The Panel grappled with questions such as: Is
Parliament truly expressing its vision of being a “people’s Parliament”, and what does
this concept mean in practice? To what extent are Members of Parliament as elected
representatives effectively fulfilling the role of representing the concerns of the
public? Is Parliament promoting and entrenching key democratic principles such as
22
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accountability, responsiveness and openness, both within other organs of state and
within the institution itself? Rather than speaking in general terms of the role
Parliaments play in governance structures, the Panel opted to focus the discussion on
the particular case of South Africa with its unique historical and socio-economic
context.
The Panel reported its findings in 2009. In short, the assessment concluded that
significant challenges remained which inhibited Parliament’s efficacy. Among other
things, the Panel again highlighted that Parliament should be more rigorous in its
oversight activities and ensure that the Executive remains accountable.
The assessment also raised concerns about the link between public representatives
and the citizenry and a perceived lack of confidence in Parliament arising from
certain instances of unethical conduct by members. Mindful of such concerns,
Parliament reviewed the Members’ Code of Conduct, subsequently published in
2014. Together with the requirement that members disclose their financial interests,
the revised Code also set out, for the first time, general standards of conduct.
REVIEW

OF

INSTITUTIONS

SUPPORTING

CONSTITUTIONAL

DEMOCRACY
Chapter Nine of the South African Constitution provides for the establishment of a
range of state institutions supporting constitutional democracy. These are the Public
Protector, Human Rights Commission, Commission for Gender Equality, AuditorGeneral, Electoral Commission and Commission for the Promotion and Protection of
the Rights of Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities. These institutions are
independent, and subject only to the Constitution and the law, and they must be
impartial and must exercise their powers and perform their functions without fear,
favour or prejudice. Other organs of state such as Parliament must assist and protect
these institutions to ensure their independence, impartiality, dignity and
effectiveness. In terms of the Constitution, these institutions are accountable to the
National Assembly, and must report on their activities and the performance of their
functions to the Assembly at least once a year.
On 21 September 2006, the Assembly established an ad hoc committee to review the
above constitutional institutions and the Public Service Commission, which is
covered in chapter ten of the Constitution. The ad hoc committee’s remit was to focus
on the role and function of these institutions, their relationships with other bodies,
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institutional governance, their interaction with the public, and their financial and
other resource matters. While discussing its terms of reference, the ad hoc committee
added other constitutional institutions to its review, namely, the Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa, the National Youth Commission, the Pan
South African Language Board and the Financial and Fiscal Commission as
associated organs of state relevant to the review process. The committee invited
public comments on their experiences with these institutions and in the process
received presentations from research institutes and NGOs who were conducting or
intending to conduct research on these constitutional institutions. In addition, the
committee invited comments from relevant Ministers, Directors-General and
parliamentary committees on their experiences with the institutions. The committee
compiled a questionnaire comprising 25 questions derived from its terms of
reference, which was sent to the 11 institutions being reviewed. The written
responses to the questionnaire and other documents formed the basis for the
committee’s engagement with the institutions.
The committee report outlined a number of findings and made recommendations on
ways in which the institutions could be improved to enhance performance and
meaningful engagement with Parliament. On 21 November 2008, the National
Assembly agreed to adopt the recommendation in the report pertaining to the
establishment of a unit on constitutional institutions and other statutory bodies. The
Assembly furthermore agreed that consideration be given to the implementation of
the recommendation pertaining to the budgets of the institutions reviewed being
contained in a separate programme in Parliament’s budget vote. Currently, the
budgets of these institutions are included as part of the state departments to which
they report in respect of their operational matters. In terms of the Assembly
resolution, it was also agreed that the rest of the committee’s report be held in
abeyance with a view to allowing the Fourth Parliament (2009-2014) to consider it in
a manner it deemed appropriate. To date, the other recommendations in the
committee’s report have not been considered by the Assembly.
The Unit on Institutions Supporting Democracy was established in the office of the
Speaker in September 2010. Since its establishment, the unit has provided invaluable
support to presiding officers, portfolio committees and the institutions supporting
constitutional democracy. In addition, we have seen improved relations between
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Parliament and the institutions. It is envisaged that the establishment of the unit will
continue to serve as a meaningful contribution, with a view to consolidating
democracy, human rights, gender equality and freedom in South Africa.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The Constitution enjoins Parliament to facilitate public involvement in its legislative
and other affairs and conduct its business in a transparent manner 23. This obligation
has always been understood as fundamental in the context of South Africa’s history
of exclusion under colonialism and apartheid.
To comply with this obligation, the South African Parliament institutionalised a
variety of means to enable the public to influence decision-making. These have
included both regular consultations, most obviously by way of inviting submissions
and conducting hearings by parliamentary committees, but also special campaigns
and events intended to reach out to, and inform, communities about the work of
Parliament through, for example, the People’s Assembly, Taking Parliament to the
People, Women’s Parliament and Youth Parliament. The public and media were also
given access to all parliamentary proceedings and important events broadcast on
various platforms. At the same time, however, various studies, including the
Oversight and Accountability, and Independent Panel Assessment of Parliament, as
well as a number of court judgments, highlighted ongoing shortcomings with public
participation in parliamentary processes.
In this regard, Parliament started a process to consolidate and enhance its public
outreach and participation processes; an exercise which culminated in the Public
Participation Model, the final draft of which is currently under consideration.
In essence, this Model defines public participation so as to entrench a common
understanding and uniform application; details the ways for Parliament to reach out
to and solicit the views of the public; and elaborates on the requisite procedural and
institutional interventions. Some of the proposals contained in the Model are already
receiving attention, while other reforms will be incrementally implemented to
achieve predetermined milestones.
LAW MAKING AND THE IMPACT OF LEGISLATION
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Parliament has, over the course of twenty-four years, amended and passed well over
a thousand laws. While the legislative output has been relatively high, there have
been some challenges with the passage of bills. This has resulted in an initiative to
review legislative procedures and processes, and document best practices. This
review is now underway.
As alluded to earlier, there has also been concerns about the implementation of
certain laws, as well as the ability of Parliament to oversee Executive action. To guide
the legislatures and to provide fresh perspective on the impact of legislation,
presiding officers of the ten legislatures, through the Speakers’ Forum, established an
independent High-Level Panel in 2015. This Panel, chaired by the former President
of the Republic of South Africa, Mr K Motlanthe, was mandated to review existing
laws and their implementation with a view to identifying shortcomings and making
recommendations to Parliament and the provincial legislatures. In general terms the
Panel asked whether –
…the legislative output of the post-apartheid State (has) been equal to the
challenges entrenched in society 24.
In exploring this question, the Panel focused, inter alia, on statutes intended to
address the challenges of poverty, unemployment and inequality, land reform and
social cohesion. Once established, the Panel conducted expansive consultations with
stakeholders nationally and within each province and, based on inputs and
deliberations, identified a variety of laws that Parliament should revisit or prioritise
moving forward. The Panel concluded that –
…in some areas society appears to be ‘progressively realising’ the inclusive
vision of the Constitution, while in others there is a need to accelerate
fundamental change…. 25
The Panel reported towards the end of 2017. On 28 March 2018, the Joint Rules
Committee established a joint subcommittee to engage with the Panel’s report and to
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make recommendations on processing the key findings of the report. The report
dealt with far-reaching and crosscutting issues and made over 100 recommendations
to Parliament and the nine provincial legislatures. The report identified initiatives
that could be prioritised in four key areas in order to accelerate fundamental change.
These areas were building human capabilities to enable economic participation,
social cohesion, and an engaged citizenry; acceleration of economic growth; land
reform and the recognition of property rights of the poor/previously disadvantaged;
and effective oversight by Parliament to improve legislation and implementation.
The joint subcommittee submitted its report on 15 May 2018. It proposed that the
key findings of the Panel’s report be categorised as short, medium and long-term.
Short-term recommendations could be dealt with by the Fifth Parliament. Mediumterm recommendations could be finalised by year three of the Sixth Parliament while
long-term recommendations would take between three to five years. The
categorisation of the Panel’s recommendations was contained in two annexures
attached to the subcommittee’s report, which were forwarded to the relevant
parliamentary committees for processing. Committees had to report back on the
processing of the Panel’s recommendations as categorised by the subcommittee on
28 September 2018. Taking forward the work of the Panel and the other studies
discussed above will be one of the tasks of the Fifth Parliament in its last six months
or so, and that of the Sixth Parliament to be inaugurated in 2019.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has reviewed and reflected on some of the studies and projects Parliament
has undertaken to enhance its efficacy in the exeecise of its constitutional mandate.
The initiatives have, by all accounts, proven instructive and served to inform a series
of institutional and administrative reforms whose overall purpose is to deepen
democratic practises and fulfil the vision of the South African Constitution.
The inescapable conclusion is that South Africa’s parliamentary practices have come
a long way in the past twenty-four years. Parliament, for its part, has played a pivotal
role in bringing about societal change. While much has been achieved in building a
just and prosperous nation, much more work must still be done. Parliament is still
learning and adapting, nonetheless.
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Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Mr Xaso for his very interesting
communication, and invited colleagues to contribute their thoughts.
Mr Helgi BERNODUSSÓN (Iceland) – thanked Mr Xaso. He was interested to
hear more about the new code of conduct. Had there been many cases under the new
code? Who dealt with such cases – was it a Parliamentary or an external body? In
Iceland there had been a lot of problems with the code of conduct.
Mr XASO replied that the South African Assembly had a Registrar of Members’
Interests. When a case arose the Registrar would conduct an initial investigation. The
outcome was then taken to the Ethics Committee, made up of MPs. They would
establish a subcommittee to do the legwork in looking into the case, which would
report to the parent committee; the Committee in turn would make a report to
Parliament. This Ethics Committee used to work quite well. But in this 5th
Parliament, it had been very politicised. There was a case against leader of the
Opposition; it ended up going before a court, which found against the Committee.
This weakened its standing. As well, the Committee had been unable to get through
all of its cases before the Election, so it was possible some might be revived. It might
be a good idea to appoint a Commissioner, such as a retired judge. The reality was
that the Committee was too politicised. The policy was good; it was the
implementation that was tricky. The matter would need to be revisited.
Mrs Philippa Helme, UNITED KINGDOM asked whether in Mr Xaso’s opinion
the attendance rule was strong enough. Was it meant to be simply declaratory, or
effective? The UK House of Commons had tried to enforce members’ attendance at
comittees but this had had limited effect, because those who fell below the required
threshold always had a good reason. She also asked about the public participation
requirement. Had there been any case law in this area?
Mr Xaso said there had been a few court cases on public participation. Some had
been won, others lost. The court had made some serious findings against Parliament.
It was usually not the National Assembly against which the court ruled – there had
been more against the National Council of Provinces. Turning to the attendance
policy, that had only applied since 2016. There had been a few motions authorising
members to be absent, but nobody had so far been sanctioned. It was a difficult issue
as Philippa had said. For instance, what if an apparently absent MP stated they had
simply forgotten to sign the attendance sheet? Institutions needed to go through a
change process. The Parliament now had biometric systems and could publish
attendance records. But it was not 100% confident in the systems yet – so it might be
challenged in court and might lose – this matter would need to be looked at again in
the upcoming 6th Parliament.
Mr Ingvar Mattson (SWEDEN) – invited Mr Xaso to look at the future – it was
of course hard to predict, but he wanted to know which of the reforms he had
mentioned Mr Xaso thought would have most impact on the functioning of
Parliament and on the balance between Government and Parliament?
Mr Xaso said the one he liked best, which was good for Parliament and for the
public, was the public participation model. It connected Parliament and the people
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and this was key. Up to now, for example, the Parliament had not had a good process
for dealing with petitions. It should be borne in mind that Parliament was not the
same as Government. Ultimately Ministers took action – though Parliament did
track Ministers’ response to recommendations and kept the public informed of the
outcomes. That was the key – Parliament without the people could not be effective.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked all those who had participated. He
announced that there would now be a short break till 16.30 when elections would
begin. There would be presentations from the candidates and then a ballot.

4. Election of a member to the Executive Committee
At 16.32: Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited each of the two candidates
for the post of ordinary member of the Executive Committee to make a short
personal statement before the election took place.
Mr Givi MIKANADZE (Georgia), said that he was honoured to present his
candidacy. He had trained as a jurist and had worked for eight years with the Council
of Europe and the European Parliament, and had held posts in governmental
institutions ; he had been a deputy minister of Justice, director of the police
academy, and since the previous year he had been secretary general of the
Parliament of Georgia. His candidacy was motivated by the advantages of cooperation and a desire to promote the ASGP network. He also hoped to represent
Eastern Europe within the Committee, in view of the benefits of representing
different geographical areas.
Mr Gholamreza NOURI GHEZELGEH, (Iran) explained that he had been a
member of the Iranian Parliament during the previous legislature, had been minister
of agriculture and vice-president of a group on agriculture, and vice-president of the
committee on Youth during the 9th legislature. He had participated in the 132nd
assembly of the IPU in Hanoi, and saw the ASGP as a source of support for
parliamentary staff as they helped parliamentarians to carry out their constitutional
duties, laying foundations for global peace; the ASGP was a network which could
help all Parliaments. He hoped to help it become more robust.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, invited members to cast their vote by secret
ballot.
**
Voting took place between 3.43 pm and 4.58pm. The election was conducted by Mrs
Perrine PREUVOT, Ms Rhiannon HOLLIS, Mr Daniel MOELLER and Mrs Karine
VELASCO observed by Mr Philippe SCHWAB, Mr Najib EL-KHADI, and Mr José
Manuel ARAÚJO.
**
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, announced the results of the election, as
follows:
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Number of ballots distributed: 54
Number of ballots cast: 54
Number of spoiled ballots: 0
Abstentions: 0
Mr Givi MIKANADZE (Georgia):28 votes
Mr Gholamreza NOURI GHEZELGEH, (Iran): 26 votes
Mr Givi MIKANADZE was thus declared elected as ordinary member of the
Executive Committee.
Mr NOURI thanked all those who had voted. He thanked those who had supported
him, congratulated Mr MIKANADZE on his election and wished him all the very
best.
Mr MIKANADZE thanked his colleague from Iran warmly and expressed his very
best regards t0 him. He had no doubt that they would work together often in the
future as they hailed from the same region. He said it would be a big responsibility to
participate in the Executive Committee’s work. He thanked all those who had voted.

5. Closing remarks
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, closed the sitting.
Sitting ended at 5.15pm.
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FIFTH SITTING
Wednesday 10 April 2019 (morning)
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, was in the Chair
The sitting was opened at 10.35 am
1. Introductory remarks
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, welcomed everyone to the sitting.

2. Orders of the day
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, noted that there had been no changes made
to the orders of the day.
The orders of the day were agreed to.

3. New Member
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, said that the secretariat had received one
request for membership which had been put before the Executive Committee and
agreed to, as follows:
Mr Michel Eduoard KENGUEL

Secretary General of the Senate, Gabon

The new member was agreed to.
4. General Debate: How do we make better legislation?
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, called Jose Manuel ARAUJO, Portugal, to
introduce the general debate.
Mr Jose MANUEL ARAUJO, Portugal, introduced the general debate.
Legislating, a noble function of Parliaments, requires a high degree of responsibility,
with the aim of having clear, simple and transparent laws, supported by ex ante and
ex post impact assessments studies.
In Parliaments, there are special difficulties in producing high quality legislation,
taking into account the need to synthesize the plurality of political positions
intervening in the process, together with public participation, either directly from
citizens or through organised groups, from unions to lobbies.
In order to avoid a deterioration of the quality of law, we should be aware of the risks
of so-called omnibus legislation.
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Mr Jose MANUEL ARAUJO invited those Members who had submitted written
communications to present them.
Ms Lelde RAFELDE (Latvia) thanked colleagues and presented her contribution
as follows:
Thank you, colleagues, for sharing your experience!
In Latvia too, according to the Rules of Procedure, both government, with preparing
draft laws in ministries and submitting them to the Parliament, and the Parliament
itself is involved in the law-making process. The most intense discussions regarding
draft laws happen in the Parliamentary Committees before processing the draft law
further through the three readings in the plenary meeting.
Usually there are three readings for a draft law in the Saeima – first, conceptual
support for passing the draft law on to the responsible Committee, second, to discuss
the specific proposals, and third, for editorial advancement.
Nevertheless, today I would like to address a special facet of civic participation in the
process of law-making.
Latvia is proud to have an open concept Parliament, which, we believe, is crucial for
high quality legislation.
Our Committee meetings as well as the plenary meetings are open for the public.
Including the fact that plenary meetings and different conferences that cover a wide
range of topics being broadcasted online.
1
One of the objectives of Latvia’s long term development till 2030 is “to establish
efficient public administration, which is not only capable of responding to changes
quickly, but also foresees and guides them, creating socially important and futureoriented services, and in which the majority of the Latvian public takes active part”.
It is also crucial to understand that the dialogue between parliament and society
must be lively and genuine.
Along with the advancement of modern information and communication
technologies, the ways in which we consume and use information have also changed.
Today we can watch news and follow parliamentary debates online, and receive
information from government institutions via this medium.
According to the Constitution of the Republic of Latvia, a new fully-developed
legislative proposal can be initiated by one-tenth of the voting population. If the
parliament decides to turn down the proposal, a referendum is organised. This is a
valuable and very special characteristic of direct democracy. Since 1990, this tool has
been used 6 times. However, we are aware that, for it to truly function, it is necessary
to find solutions that would be more suited for our day and age, thus making the
democratic process easier and more accessible.
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According to the Rules of Procedure, at least 10,000 citizens of Latvia who have
reached the age of 16 on the day of filing a submission shall have a right to file a
collective submission with the Saeima.
Not later than three months after the collective submission has been filed, the
Mandate, Ethics and Submissions Committee of the Saeima shall draft a report on
the evaluation of the collective submission by the Committee and prepare a draft
resolution of the Saeima on further processing of the collective submission.
The most active and undoubtedly most popular platform of civic participation is
ManaBalss.lv (My Voice). The authors of this internet platform were also among the
most active lobbyists of the collective submission proposal, placing special emphasis
on the fact that this cutting-edge solution would allow for greater civic involvement
in political processes.
The role of ManaBalss.lv in placing Latvia at the forefront of Europe’s attempts to
reshape the way people participate in political processes online has also been
recognised by the New York Times.
As of the date, Latvia’s population is 1,95 million. Since the foundation the portal has
collected 1 150 298 signatures, which is more than votes cast at the last elections,
and received 1432 initiatives, of which more than 300 are currently open for public
voting. However, it must be noted that only some of these will gather the necessary
10 000 signatures and be submitted to the parliament as collective submissions. The
number of 26 supported initiatives in the parliament or other institutions ranks
ManaBalss.lv among the most successful platforms in the World.
It is interesting to note that even citizens who currently reside abroad still wish to
participate in decision-making processes. The platform receives most visitors from
Latvia, followed by UK and Germany.
These initiatives have placed socially important topics in the spotlight – the majority
of proposals involve state administration and economic issues. For example, the
initiative to elect the state president by an open ballot is of national importance; it is
an issue that has already been discussed and adopted by the Saeima. Latvian people
by expressing this wish through the medium of ManaBalss.lv made an important
stimulus for the Parliament to adopt the initiative.
2
Another tool of civic participation is the Youth Parliament – it is unnecessary to
explain, how important it is for our future to invest in educating of our youth.
This process is carried out through another specific platform jauniesusaeima.lv
(Youth Saeima).
For nine years already 100 youths aged 15-20 from various regions of the country
convene at the parliament building to try on the shoes of an MP – seeking
compromises and defending issues important to them from the podium of the
Saeima.
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As in any election the youths can engage in campaigning and promote their ideas in
person at their schools or online, on social networks urging their classmates, friends
and the like-minded to vote for them. The virtual election ensures equal
opportunities for participation to youths from all over the country, as well as for
youths with disabilities.
The 100 most popular ideas emerging from this process are then compiled into 4
declarations to be discussed and voted for in the Saeima.
In order to ensure continuity of the ideas adopted by the “Youth Parliament,” in the
concluding phases of the project they are summarised into an official document to be
submitted to the appropriate sectoral committees of the Saeima for consideration. It
is also gratifying that the young activists continue to cooperate and interact after the
completion of the project as well – they meet with MPs to discuss their ideas, create
NGOs or join political organisations. In the current Parliament – the 13th Saeima –
we have an MP, who grew out of the Youth Parliament.
I encourage us all that we seek new solutions and ways of making public engagement
in the lawmaking process truly clear, accessible and exciting.
Possibilities for participation and involvement are also a factor for more stable and
productive society.
Thank you!
Mr Remco NEHMELMAN (Netherlands) presents his communication:
Dear colleagues,
I would like to say some words about the phenomenon of State Commissions. State
Commissions have a long tradition in the Netherlands and are instigated by the
Dutch government if there is a possible need for changes in legal and often
constitutional affairs. In December 2018, the Dutch State Commission on the
parliamentary system in the Netherlands presented its final report. This State
Commission was assigned two years earlier to advise our government and especially
the two Chambers of Dutch parliament on whether the parliamentary system of the
Netherlands is ‘future-proof’. Because just like anything else, also our parliamentary
democracy needs periodical maintenance.
The State Commission has come to the conclusion that although our parliamentary
democratic system is quite successful and can count on great popular support, some
adaptions might be necessary. Not surprisingly, the large societal and technological
changes of the past decades make that the rules and practices of our parliamentary
system also need maintenance.
Therefore, the State Commission drafted some interesting recommendations with
regard to our parliamentary system. For example, it recommended to give the Senate
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the right to send bills, under certain conditions, back to the Lower House to enhance
the correlation between the work of both our parliamentary houses. We do not have a
rule of conflict between both Chambers of parliament. The State Commission
furthermore recommended to introduce a binding corrective referendum in our
country, to give voters an ultimate opportunity to reverse legislation that does not
correspond with the views of the majority of the people. And it recommended to
establish a Constitutional Court in the Netherlands to strengthen the rule of law.
The Commission also concluded that a reinforcement of the position of history,
political science and social studies in our educational system is necessary, as well as a
separate Political Parties Act to establish national rules on transparency, financing,
maximising gifts and the use of digital instruments in the campaigns of political
parties. Also, the Commission found that our system of proportional representation
needs review and advocated a bigger role for voter preference for individual
candidates to increase the regional factor in our democracy.
These and other recommendations should, according to the State Commission, make
our democracy ‘future proof’ and improve the process of lawmaking. However, at this
moment the big question is: will these recommendations become reality? Will our
government and our parliament act and change our parliamentary system according
to the final report of the State Commission?
It is very hard to adopt the major recommendations due to the strong procedure to
amend our constitution. In the Netherlands, the Constitution is amended in two
parliamentary readings, from which the second reading requires a two-third majority
in both the House of Representatives and the Senate. It goes without saying that
many of the recommendations of the State Commission require huge changes in our
current legislation and often even a change of our Constitution.
Dear colleagues,
Looking at the history, we see that State Commissions have been installed by Dutch
governments since 1814 to provide expert advice, research and mediation on
numerous topics of public interest. State Commission have, as such, contributed
greatly to the formation of government and public service in the Netherlands over
the past 200 years.
The first Dutch Constitution of 1814 was created through accepting the draft made by
State Commission Van Hogendorp, a prominent Dutch politician in his age. In the
decades following, both the fundamental Constitutional reforms of 1848 and 1887
were realized through implementation of State Commission proposals. Also
the 1917 State Commission on the financing of education and electoral reform led to
constitutional changes. The majority of members of these successful State
Commissions consisted of active politicians such as members of parliament and
(future) ministers.
However, when looking at concrete results in more recent decades we see a strong
decrease in successfulness of State Commissions with regard to the implementation
of their recommendations. Only the State Commission Cals/Donner, in function
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from 1967 to 1971, which had many members from outside government
or parliament, is being regarded as successful.
The tendency to no longer include active national politicians as members of State
Commissions can be recognized in the last decades of the 20th century, as they would
not be suited to independently advise on government policy. We do also see this in
the recent State Commission on the parliamentary system. However, some say that
the creation of this distance between the responsible officials and the advisory organ
limits the effectiveness of the organ and its conclusions, as officials may not feel
obliged to take on these recommendations.
This might also be the case with the recent State Commission on the parliamentary
system, however it is of course still far too early to draw conclusions. My point here
is: how can we make sure that a State Commission or any other important advisory
organ is independent on the one hand, but also effective on the other hand?
Dear colleagues,
I wanted to share my thoughts with you on this topic, and would be happy to hear
your thoughts and experience with regard to this topic.
Mr Gholamreza NOURI GHEZELGEHI (Iran) presented his communication:
The most important goal of the human laws is to create peace and security for the
citizens. Security, welfare, comfort, restoration of rights and justice, and preventing
from oppression are obtained through observing the law. Actually observing the law
is among the axioms of the social systems.
The principles which a human being should always observe for his perfection and
happiness are: he should become updated every day, he should be collecting
information every day and have mission to help other human beings. H hope we will
see the happiness and prosperity of all human beings world-wide in any shape and
conditions which they are. We, as parliamentarians, will do our best to provide the
next generations and our descendants a better life through passing more balanced
and updated laws. This will happen through training and upbringing. We can meet
our all-out goals through training and upbringing the young generations, teaching
legal issues and establishing societies under rule of law.
When the parliaments are efficient and powerful, the governments will also act more
efficiently and powerfully. Therefore, the effect of our activities on the success of our
governments is undeniable.
Mr Helgi BERNÓDUSSON (Iceland) said he had always seen improving
legislation as one of his key tasks – but what were the criteria? Mr ARAUJO had said
that one should try to avoid omnibus bills but he strongly disagreed. Such Bills
allowed the drafter to fit together the main idea of the Bill with all its consequences
too, so he encouraged the Icelandic Government to do this. The practice also cut
down the risk of filibustering. In his Parliament they had made some comparative
studies among Nordic and European Parliaments. These had shown that Iceland
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amended draft bills more than most countries. This was not in his view because the
Government did not have time to prepare, but rather because Iceland had a public
engagement stage in parliament with public hearings, and written proposals. NGOs
got involved in this stage and Committees made reports. This made the process more
democratic. In his view the main consultation should indeed take place in Parliament
and not be handled through the Government.
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU (Turkey) said that as Turkey now had a
Presidential system, with 600 MPs representing 85 million citizens, Turkey needed
to attach great importance to the opinions of citizens and CSOs. It was bringing in
online systems, to inform its Parliamentarians all the better. The Turkish Parliament
had 16 committees and made about 70 laws a year. It had used to be a lot more,
which he felt had been a waste of time. In the last five years Turkey’s citizen dialogue
mechanism had been used a lot more. This included discussions in plenary and
committee. MPs could attend committees as guests, and could speak. Members could
follow both plenary and committee using digital systems. The Opposition was strong
so their views had to be taken into account to get legislation passed. The Parliament
had a traditional library and a research library. Turkey had a lot of its citizens living
overseas – 2.5 million of them in Germany, and lots more in France and the US too.
Civil Society Organisations gathered their opinions and presented them to MPs when
Bills were under consideration.
Mr CARVALHO E NETO (Brazil) said he did not agree with his colleague from
Iceland – omnibus Bills were, he thought, a bad idea. It should also be noted that
sometimes staff might wish for legislation to be clearly drafted, but politicians
preferred to leave it a little vague to allow for interpretation or simply to get it
through Parliament, which put staff in a tricky position. Thinking of impact
assessments, Brazil had been doing a joint project with the UK, training its drafting
staff. The two countries used different systems but there were definitely takeaways.
Thinking of citizen participation, Brazil had developed some tools, including
Wikilegis, whereby a rapporteur could accept or reject amendments proposed by civil
society. On the recent Bill of Rights, two civil society amendments had been
accepted. Some Bills attracted more than 10,000 suggested amendments, showing
that the new process had certainly got people interested.
Mrs Cecilia MBEWE (Zambia) noted that pre-legislative engagement was very
important. People who would be affected by a law must participate early in the
process. Zambia had passed a National Dialogue Act which would compel
stakeholders to attend and participate in such consultations, including faith
organisations, traditional leaders, professional bodies and others. She thought this
would help make sure people have their say. It was criminal to absent oneself from
contributing to these pieces of legislation. It was truly said that events determined
laws. In Zambia there had been times when a law is proposed and where some people
did not make their views known. She hopes in future to see much better participation
by citizens in matters which would affect their lives.
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Mr Saïd MOKADEM (Maghreb Consultative Council) said it was very important to
empower citizens to contribute to the legislative process. Public opinion was worth
thinking about. Parliament might find itself in a weak position by comparison to the
work of NGOs – which might have their finger on the pulse more and made better
use of media. Would a more inclusive lawmaking process make it difficult to set
priorities which had previously been the job of committees? In his view Parliaments
should encourage citizens to propose laws; they after all knew what was needed.
Mrs Myra Marie VILLARICA (Philippines) said this debate was timely. A few
weeks ago the Philippines had passed a new law, the Motorcycle Crime Prevention
Act, which required motorbikes to carry larger number plates front and back.
However this had not been popular with motorbike enthusiasts as they felt it would
cause safety issues driving at high speed, and the controversy had ended up with a
big protest outside Parliament. This showed the importance of lawmaking in full
awareness of the facts. She would really like to know more about the online platform
mentioned by Mr Carvalho e Neto that allowed citizens to express their views in
advance to improve the quality of law and its implementation.
Dr Khalid Salim AL-SAIDI (Oman) said that on the topic of motorbikes it had
been found in Oman that a larger plate at the front did indeed cause safety issues, so
Oman had legislated for larger back plates only, having consulted with the
manufacturers first. In Oman draft bills were taken to the Shura Council. The
Council looked at the impact of proposals on civil society and at financial impacts.
Citizen participation often happened via NGOs and Committees. Oman took
stakeholders’ opinions very seriously. Parliamentarians needed to maintain high
standards – even if they came from different political parties, they must put citizens’
needs first. He had in fact written a thesis on this topic for his PhD.
Mr ARAUJO underlined that Portugal had had experience of a website for signing
petitions. The platform was now owned by Parliament and could gather signatures,
making Parliament’s website more accessible to citizens.
The system allowed proposals for legislation to be placed online, as well as
suggestions for referendums, and petitions. This allowed citizens to participate
across all these areas. Parliaments needed to work to make citizen participation
really effective.
Citizens could also participate directly in the work of committees. This would help
improve the quality of legislation. Evaluation before the fact was key, and it was
worth asking whether Parliaments had the capacity to carry out genuine evaluation.
In Portugal it seemed preferable to ask the Government to supply all necessary
material.
The question of “omnibus bills” seemed to divide members, and this matter could be
pursued further. In Portugal it was seen as preferable to have a precise subject,
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rather than a “catch-all” law which might mix up budgetary and non-budgetary
considerations.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Jose Manuel ARAUJO for his
moderation of the debate.

5. Communication by Mr. Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU,
Secretary General of the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey: “Law Making at the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey: The Role of Information and Technology”
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, welcomed Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU
(Turkey) to present his communication.
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU thanked the hosts for their very warm hospitality,
and also the secretariat, and the President for his longstanding successful
management of the ASGP. He had found the discussions very useful indeed. HE
congratulated his colleague from Georgia on his election to the Committee and also
his colleague from Iran on his candidacy. He wished to invite any interested
colleagues to visit Turkey and have a tour of the Parliament – [The presentation is
available on the Association’s website]
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Mr KUMBUZOĞLU and invited
questions from the floor.
Mr Baye Niass CISSÉ (Senegal) asked whether the President of the Republic had
the right to dissolve the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, and whether that
assembly had the right to overturn the Government.
Mr KUMBUZOĞLU explained that according to the new constitution, in
extraordinary situations the President did have the right to dissolve the Parliament
but this would also lead to his Presidency ending, and elections for both would
follow. The President also could not dismiss the Speaker of the Parliament, who was
elected for 2 years with a possible second term of 3 years.
Dr Khalid Salim AL-SAIDI (Oman) was very interested in the historical minutes
to which Mr KUMBUZOĞLU had referred in his presentation, which had a link to the
shared Ottoman historical background which was of relevance to both countries, and
asked where they could be viewed online.
Ms Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said there were some similarities and some
differences with Australia. Mr KUMBUZOĞLU had mentioned two sources of
support for Parliamentarians – IT and Research services. Were members limited in
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their access to the research services, for example by having a set number of inquiries
allowed per member, or were the services open ended?
Mr KUMBUZOĞLU agreed that the Ottoman minutes were really very valuable
and important; these Ottoman Parliament minutes were all available online in
Turkish and English so colleagues could look at them, thanks to the work of the
Library and Research departments. He confirmed there was no limit to the number
of research inquiries members could make – studies and research were pooled from
the electronic system and results sent to the MP. The Parliament had experts on a
range of topics and was also looking to hire more.
Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) asked Mr KUMBUZOĞLU whether he did not
foresee a stalemate ahead if the opposition dominated Parliament and were the only
ones who can initiate legislation. There would then be problems getting laws passed,
and if they were passed, getting them implemented.
Mr Jeremiah M. NYEGENYE (Kenya) reflected that Kenya had for the last nine
years had an almost identical system to the one Mr KUMBUZOĞLU described, with a
separation of Parliament and the Executive. He and his colleagues, like Mr
KUMBUZOĞLU, had been very enthusiastic at first but it had proved to cause a large
number of problems especially for staff. Parliament and the executive were separate
which meant that the parliamentary debates were are sterile, as parliament was only
talking to itself. Government pursued its own agenda, and found a convenient
parliamentarian to put forward the bills it wanted. Meanwhile when Parliament did
propose its own genuine laws there was no link to any manifesto. Kenya now faced a
clamour to return to the previous Parliamentary system.
Mr KUMBUZOĞLU retorted that in Turkey it was the citizens who had asked for
this system. The Opposition was very strong and so was the ruling party. The citizens
dis not want the Executive to act alone, but in concert with the Opposition. The new
system featured very wide consultation including with civil society, and government
had to convince the people of its policies. There were lots of Committees. The
Opposition’s point of view had to be taken into account and often improved
legislation greatly, which meant the Opposition was very helpful. Turkey now had
fewer, better quality laws, because of this support from the Opposition. The system
was not leading to any problems at all in Turkey. It was true that debates were often
elongated but in his view that made for better outcomes. Turkey had recently staged
local elections, in which some areas had changed hands between political parties
without any sort of unrest, and this showed the system was working very well.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked Mr KUMBUZOĞLU and all those
who had contributed to the debate.
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6. Draft agenda for the next meeting in autumn 2019
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, presented the draft agenda for the next
meeting, due to take place in autumn 2019, as follows:
***
 Possible subjects for general debate
Theme: The enforcement of the law: methods of control for Parliaments
Moderator: Mr Najib EL KHADI, Secretary General of the Chamber of
Representatives of Morocco
Theme: Making Parliamentary work accessible to people with disabilities: best
practice.
Moderator: XXX
 Communications
Theme: Parliament’s people
What do you expect of the Secretary General in the 21st century?
Mr Simon BURTON, Clerk Assistant, House of Lords, United Kingdom
he immunity of parliamentarians: what are the proper boundaries in an era of transparency
and accountability?
Mr Charles ROBERT, Clerk of the House of Commons, Canada
The importance of training in Strengthening the Capacity of the Parliament of Georgia
Mr. Givi MIKANADZE, Secretary General of the Parliament of Georgia
Theme: Appearances by Heads of State and other figures before Parliamentary
assemblies
 Other business
1. Presentation on recent developments in the Inter-Parliamentary Union
2. Administrative questions
3. Draft agenda for the next meeting in spring 2020

***
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The draft agenda was approved.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President noted that any proposals arriving after the
deadlines specified in the document would be referred directly to the Executive
Committee for decision.
Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President noted that the Committee had, that morning,
taken the decision to suspend the membership of a number of countries because of
non-payment. He invited affected members to speak to the secretariat to resolve this.
He reminded members that a joint conference with the IPU would take place that
afternoon, on the subject of innovation in Parliament.

7.

Concluding remarks

Mr Philippe SCHWAB, President, thanked members for their active
participation in the session; thanked the secretariat and the interpreters for their
work; and thanked the Secretary General of the Parliament of Qatar for hosting the
conference. He noted that there would be a joint conference with the IPU from 24pm.
The sitting ended at 12.30pm.
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